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AN ESSAY

RESOLUTION OF EQUATIONS.

CHAPTER I.

Of the extent to which the Method of Tschirnhausen
IS available for the purpose of solving Equations.

Preliminary Remarks and Propositions.

1. The earliest uniform method for effecting the algebraical

resolution of equations is, I believe, that proposed by Tschirn-

hausen in the Acts of Leipsic for the year 1683. It consists in

transforming the general equation of the mth. degree .

into another equation of the same degree,

in which A', B', . . U' are severally to be made to vanish by

assigning suitable values to P, Q, R, . . L in

y= P + Q,r+ R,r^H- . . +L.2?'«-',

which links any root of the equation in y to a corresponding

root of the original equation in x. The point of view from which

the problem of the resolution of equations is here contemplated

is very different from that selected by later mathematicians.

But the more unlike two modes of arriving at the same result

are, the more instructive it will ever be to observe their approach
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2 tschirnhausen's method.

and contact. I shall begin therefore with an examination of

Tschirnhausen's method.

2. That the equation in y will be of the same degree as the

one in x, we may easily convince ourselves from considering that

it is capable of being resolved into precisely as many factors,

y-(PH-QA', + RV4- . . +L37,— >),

y-(P + Q^^ + R.r^^+ . . +La;--0,

as there are roots, x^, x^ . . ^^, of the equation in x.

3. Again, from the well-known relations between the coeffi-

cients and the roots

B'= + (^/^y^-^y^y3+ "^,m-wm 13

we may see that A\ B', V will, in the order of their occurrence,

be of the first, the second, . . the nth degree relatively to P, Q,

R, . . L j and lastly, that the roots of the proposed equation,

a?!, Xq, ' ' Xmf will enter symmetrically into A', B', . . V. All

these results may, however, be embodied and made visible in an

equation.

4. If, in fact, we suppose that

2/^= P^«4-Q^? +R<+ . . 4-LA
where r may have any one indifferently of the m values 1, 2,

S, . .m assigned to it, the equation in y will, as I proceed to show,

be susceptible of the form

r-
@.(aP +^Q +7R+ ..H-XL)y"»->-f-

j^6.(aP+^Q+rR+ .. +\L)V"-'-

u, /3, y, . .X being any integers.



5. The functions here affected with @ are merely condensed

modes of expression formed, in accordance with a known me-

thod of notation, by subjecting @, a symbol of operation, to

the same laws, with certain obvious limitations, as would obtain

if @ were a symbol of quantity. Thus by

@.(aP + /3Q + 7R+ •• +^L)
is represented

ga r + ©/5 Q +@r R + . . @X L;

iSa^ @A • • @^ being the sums of the ath, /3th, . . Xth powers

respectively of the m quantities x^, x<^, . . x^. And, in general,

if we expand

(aP+^Q +7R+ .. +XLr
in precisely the same manner as we should do if we were operating

on an ordinary algebraical expression, and then apply the symbol

© to each term, bearing in mind that a, ^, 7, . . X are the sole

elements of the functions thus characterized by ©^ we shall

arrive at the expression indicated by

@.(«P+/3Q +7R+ •• -V^W-

The expansion in question will accordingly consist of as many
terms of the form

1 . 2 . . y^ ©««/3^ . .
\' F"Q' . . L^

1.2..«xl.2..Z>x..xl.2../

as there are different solutions in positive integers, or in zero of

the equation

a-\-b+ . . -f /=w.

@a"p . . X' is a symmetrical function of which

x'l . x^ . . . x'^^x x^^, . x^, . . . x^x . .

is a term. It is what the general symmetrical function

(Bo^ioi^..oia ffi02-'l^b"> of which ^Ji .a?*2....2?^« X x^^/.x^?...xf X.

.

is a term, will become when aj = a2= . . =a, /3^=^^= . .=^, ...

Taking, for example, @a/8, and supposing it to be symmetrical

with respect to two quantities t, u, we shall have

from which, on putting y8= a, there will be derived

@a^ is thus composed of as many terms as (Sa/5. And a similar
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mode of derivation is supposed to extend to every order in the

present system of symmetrical functions*.

6. It is not difficult to demonstrate the truth of this equa-

tion in y.

In effect, from the property of equations mentioned in 3, the

coefficient of y"»-» in the transformed equation will be at once

seen to be expressible by

(-1)" YTiTTn ^y^y^y^ • • ^«'

if we use the symbol S in an equally extended sense with @,
that is to say, if we suppose l^y^y^ij^ . .y„ to be derivable from

^y'ivll/l ' • y» without any diminution in the number of its terms,

on taking a= b=c= . .=1=1,
But, according to the assigned form, the coefficient of y"»-«

will be

n being any integer less than m + 1

.

Nothing therefore remains but to show that

%i2/2y3--2/«=@'(aP+/5Q+7RH--.+>-L)**;

a theorem the truth of which may be proved as follows :

—

Let us, in the first place, assume

R= 0, ..L= 0.

The expression for ^yiy^ . • yn will thus become

This function is, we perceive, of n dimensions relatively to P
and Q ; we sec also that an «th power of each of the n quantities

a?,, a^g, . .Xn is successively joined to P, and a ySth power to Q

;

hence we are led to conclude that

* In the systems of symmetrical functions hitherto in use among mathe-

maticians, ^V, not ^"w^-f w"^", would in the case we have been considering

have the same characteristic as t'^u^-\-u'^t^. But had we thus insulated

those symmetrical functions in which there are equal elements, we should

not have arrived at a theorem in which the separation of the symbol@ from

its subjects could have taken place.



^o> ^\y ^2> • • ^n being certain constant but unknown quantities.

In order to determine these, let

we shall then have

s(p+Q)"<*r-<=

And since, in general,

2;(P + Q)X^^ .
.<= (P + Q)"S<^2 • • <= (P + Q)"SO'S

there will result, on making the requisite substitution,

(p + Q)"= i^oP" + ^,P"~.'Q+ i^2P""'Q' +
.

• + ^«Q"-

Thus fo, Vi, Vg, . . f« are respectively equal to 1, n^ Aj

—

—, . . 1,

the coefficients of the development of (P + Q)".

If, therefore, we introduce the equation of definition

@.(«P +^Q)»=

ig«» p» +„ (ga»->/3 P"-'Q +
"^"~^)

(S«»-^,e^ P-'Q^H- .
.

,

we shall finally obtain

S(P.r« + (ir?)(P^« + Q^?) . . (P<4-Q^S =@ . (aP + )SQ)".

And from this we can easily ascend to the general form in which

R, . . L are not supposed to be equal to zero.

7. Wth respect to a, /3, 7, . . \, I ought, however, to remark,

that although the equation in y will subsist for all integral values

of these quantities, yet if one or more of them exceed m— 1, the

functions P, Q, R, . . L will not be wholly indeterminate, but

will be subject to certain conditions in consequence of the col-

lapse of the series for y, as will appear hereafter.

Of the nature of the equations of condition which must be satisfied

in bringing the equation in y to the binomialform.

8. We are now able to express A\ B', C,

.

. V, each of them

in terms of P, Q, R, . . L, so as to exhibit the true character of



the equations of condition which must be satisfied in order that

the equation in y may be reduced to

or to

which becomes identical with the former when n— m.

For since, if, assigning to a, p, y, , ,\ the most simple values

of which they are susceptible, we take

we shall have

^'=(-1)"^^—^@.(0P +lQ+2R+.. + (n-l)L)";

it is manifest that the (w— 1) equations of condition for effecting

the proposed reduction will be

@ . (0P +1Q4-2R+ . . + (/i-l)L)^=0,

@.(0P + lQ+ 2R+.. + (w-l)Ly=O,

© . (0P + 1Q + 2R+ . . + (n-l)L)'=0,

@. (0P + 1QH-2R4- . . + (^^-l)L)'*-^=0,

the numbers substituted for u, fi, y, . .X being printed in a di-

stinct type to remind us that they are to be associated exclusively

with the symbol @.

9. Can we then solve these equations of condition ? If we

suppose L = 1, and eliminate all but one of the quantities

P, Q, R, . . we know by Bezout's theorem that we shall in

general be conducted to a final equation of the 1.2.. (w— l)th

degree. When, therefore, we have

1.2.. (m— 1) <m,

nothing can be more obvious than the way of applying Tschirn-

hausen's method. But how are we to proceed when

1.2.. (m— 1) > m,

which it always will be when m exceeds 3 ? We are thus led to

distinguish two classes of transformations.

10. The most simple transformation of the class for which

the product of the numbers marking the degrees of the equa-



tions of condition is less than m, depends on the solution of the

problem

To EQUATE THE COEFFICIENT A' TO ZERO.

Here, in accordance with what has been proved in 8, we have

/i~ 1 = 1 . Assuming, therefore,

we may cause A' to vanish by assigning such values to P and Q
as will satisfy the equations of the first degree

Q= l,

@.(0P + 1Q) = 0.

Thus when y can be found, x will be completely determined.

In effect,

a?=2/-P,

as is evident.

Case of m= 2. Solution of quadratic equations. Reflections.

11. In this way we arrive at a very comprehensive method of

solving quadratic equations. For when m= 2, the proposed

equation will become
x^+ Ax-\-B=0,

and the equation in y will take the form

in which B' is a known function of A and B. Hence

12. The actual expressions for — P and —B' might be ob-

tained from the equations

_P=(-l)^gQ,

on putting Q=l. But if we avail ourselves of the knowledge

which we already possess of the form of the expression for ,3?, we

may, by means of the principle of the equality of dimensions,

elicit the results in question more rapidly as follows :

—

Observing that the expressions for P and B' are rational and



8 tschirnhausen's method.

integral with respect to A and B, we see from the assigned form

of the expression for x that we must have

x=tA± \/vqA^-\-ViB;

r, Vq, f ] being certain numerical coefficients which will remain

unaltered when we change the values of A and B.

It is very easy to determine these constants. For, taking

iB=0, the proposed equation will become

[x + A)x=^Qj
so that the expression

tA± \/1J^^

must have the two values

-A, 0.

Let then

T-f- \/vq= — \,

and we shall instantly perceive that

Lastly, to determine u„ I take ^= 0. There must now be a

coincidence between

± ^^^
which is given immediately by the equation x^-\-B= Oj and

to which the general expression is reduced when A= 0. Hence

.;,= -l.

Substituting the numbers thus found for r, Vq, Vi, in the ex-

pression for X, we recognize the well-known formula for the

solution of quadratic equations.

13. The method which we have been considering points out

very readily the more ancient method of solution by completing

the square. For it gives at once

x + l^=± ^^-B',

so that on going back one step we come to

thus reaching the place from which we set out by the other

method.
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14. The next problem to be discussed is

—

To EQUATE THE TWO COEFFICIENTS A', B' SIMULTANEOUSLY

TO ZERO.

The equations of condition here are

S.(0P-MQ + 2R)^=O,

@.(0P + 1Q + 2R)^=0;
which, if R= 1, will evidently lead to a final equation in P or Q
of the second degree. Could we therefore solve the equation in

I/,
there would only remain, in order to find ^, to determine the

roots common to the equations

x'" -f
-1^*"-

^ + J5.x''"-2 + . . 4- V— 0,

^2 + Q^-+ P-2/=0,

when for y we substitute in succession each of its values.

Development in the case ofm= S. Solution of cubic equations.

Comparison of the solution thus found with that of Scipio

Ferrei and Tartaglia. Evolution of other methods.

15. In the case of m= 3, in which the proposed equation is

ar'^Ax^ + Bx+Cr^O,
we see that the transformed equation in y will assume the

solvable form ., ^„ „
y'^-\-C'= 0.

If therefore we combine

x^-{-Aa;^+ Ba;+C=0,
^'' + Q^+P-2/= 0,

we shall be conducted, by the method of the highest common
divisor or otherwise, to an equation of the first degree in w,

M^-fN= 0;

in which M and N are in general determinate non-evanescent

functions of the known quantities P, Q, y. In effect*,

M=B-(P-y)-{A-Q)Q,
N = C~(^-Q)(P~2/).

* Denoting by X3=(), X2=0 the two equations in x, the degrees of

which are marked by the numbers 3, 2 respectively, we may manifestly

^««"°^^
'

X3=KX2+R,
where

K=x-\-ct, R=Ma?+N.

For, on replacing Xj by aj-'-f-Qaj-j-P—y, there will arise the following
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Accordingly, on designating by M^ Nj, by Mg, N^, and by

Mg, Ng the abbreviated expressions which take the places of

M, N when we write yj, 2/3, y^ successively for y, the three roots

of the proposed cubic equation will be represented by

N^ ^Ng _N3
' M/ Mg' Mg*

It will be instructive to compare these expressions for the

roots with the older ones discovered by Scipio Ferrei and Tar-

taglia, which, it will be remembered, are integral with respect to

the coefficients of the proposed equation in x,

N N N
16. With this view, I shall first show that — tt^, ""Ti^^ ""iv/'

1VI2 '"2 •'^^3

which, in the order of their occurrence, are rational functions of

Vii Vii Vs) admit of integral forms in relation to these quantities.

To express symbolically that M„ and N„ are functions of y^,

n being susceptible of any one indifferently of the three values

1, 2, 3, let

we shall then have, by following a known method, the very

source indeed of which we seem here to have reached*,

Ml 6{y^) (l>(yi) <i>{y^) <i>{y^)'

expression for X3 :

—

+ «(P-y)

+N

which, since there are three indeterminate quantities «, M, N, can be

made to coincide throughout its extent with

s(r^-\-Ax^-\-Bx-\-C,

the first member of the proposed equation.

In what precedes, it is implied that when R=0, X8=0, we shall also

have X2=0. But of the circumstances under which K=0, and of the rela-

tions which must exist among the coefficients A^ B, C, in order that the

Ni Ns N3
expressions for the roots — ^, — tj-, — in may, each of them, take the

form Q, I reserve the consideration for another place.

* See the reflections of Lagrange on the algebraical resolution of equa-

tions, in the Memoirs of the Berlin Academy of Sciences for the years 1770

and 1771.
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Again, the product <f>{t/Q) <l>{y3)
is a whole and symmetrical

function of ij^, yy. Putting, therefore,

(2/~y2)(2/-^3)=2/^ + ^2/ + w,

we see that (piy^) <t>{yz)
will be expressible by a whole function

of /, M ; and consequently, as

{y-y\W-^ty + u) = {y-y^)[y-y^){y-y.^)=^f+a,

by a whole function of y^.

We shall accordingly have

Ml H
i|r as well as ;^ being characteristic of an integral function of yj,

and H being symmetrical with respect to all the roots of the

equation in y, that is to say, rational with respect to C.

In like manner we should find

M3- H •

Whence it appears that

_N^ _^2 _N3
M/ Mg' M

may be brought to the forms

«(yi). ^ki^y ^W )

in which &> is characteristic of a function rational and integral

with respect to y^.

17. The expressions at which we have just arrived lead directly

to the forms treated of by Euler and Bezout ; but without stop-

ping to consider these, 1 proceed to trace the further changes of

form which ft)(?/i), o){y^), (o((y^ must undergo in order to coincide,

on taking ^= 0, with the roots of the equation x^+ Boc-{- C=0,
as given by the Italian geometers

:

^K+ ^A+ v^K-^ >^/A,

^ v^K+ A/A + t-2 a/K-- VA,
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K, A being certain rational and integral functions of the coeffi-

cients B, C; and 1, l, ^ the roots of the binomial equation

18. Now ft)(?/J is composed of terms of the form gy^, where

V is a positive integer, and g, for a fixed value of v, is a deter-

minate function of B, C, not of course subject to the con-

ditions of being whole and rational. Again, since yj= — ^V«*

y^= —C'y^, .
.

, it is manifest that for the series of terms g^ y"^^

9'i 1/n'
' ' which first present themselves, we may substitute an-

other series in which none of the exponents of y^ shall exceed 2.

We are thus conducted to the equation

where fju^, fx^^ fiQ are all of them known algebraical functions of

B, C, not involving y^^.

From this, on putting, as is permitted,

there will result

and thence, since 0= —A = iVi-\-XQ-\-x.^= S/ig, the expressions

which already bear, as we see, very marked resemblances in form

to those in 17.

19. The question, however, is not. Are the two sets of roots

of a^-^Bx-^ C=0 capable of becoming ultimately identical, but

rather. By the evolution of what properties does such identity

manifest itself. Let us then examine what takes place at the

points of contact.

20. Reverting to the three equations in 18 for x^, x^y x^y wc

deduce
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X^ -\- V^Xc^ + IX^= 3/>fci V— C,

x^^iXc,-\-i'x^^Zyi.^V{-af.

Now these give, besides yLtg— ^^

Hence, in order that the requisite identity may subsist, the two

functions

(3) (^l+*%+^•^3)^ (3) (^i+t%+^%)

which are whole and rational with respect to x^^ Xc^, x^, must,

when ci){yj and y^ take the prescribed expressions, be respectively

equal to

K+ V'A, K-^A;
and must consequently admit of becoming the roots of a qua-

dratic equation,

{^-(K+ ^A)}{r-(K- v/A)}=0;

the coefficients of which will, as well as K and A, be rational and

integral functions of B and C.

21. With respect to K and A, we might, as before, by apply-

ing the principle of the equality of dimensions, find that in the

present case

precisely as they ought to be.

And by the guidance of the same principle we might also

obtain the expressions for K and A when A>- or < 0, and when

consequently yu,^ would have to be retained in each root.

But having in 12 fully explained the nature of the method to

be pursued, I shall pass on to the problem involving the resolu-

tion of equations of the fourth degree.

22. We have now reached the point at which

1.2.. (m— 1) ^ m.;

m being here equal to 4.
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The solution of biquadratic equations may, however, be made
to depend on that of the problem

—

To REDUCE THE EQUATION

TO THE FORM

as is manifest.

The equations of condition for effecting the proposed reduc-

tion are

@.(OP+1Q+ 2R)^ = 0,

@.(OP + 1Q+ 2R)3=0;
for which

1 . 3 < m.

We thus see that if we designate by

the equation to which we shall be conducted, as in the preceding

investigation, by means of

the coefficients fim-i, /^ot-2> • • Mo ^^^h if R= 1, ultimately depend

on an equation of the third degree in P or Q. To fix our ideas,

say Q. All the coefficients in question may therefore in general

be considered as known quantities. If therefore y^j y^, . . y^ be

also known, as they will be when 7?z=:4, the expressions for a'j,

•**2> • • ^m will be completely determined.

Case o/ m= 4. Approach to Euler's method. Ultimate forms

assumed by the expressions for the roots. Evolution of the

method of Descartes and that of Louis Ferrari. Method of
Lagrange and Vandermonde.

23. When m= 4, the equation in y will, as has been already

intimated, take the form

y^+BY + D'=0,

and will consequently admit of being solved as a quadratic equa-

tion. Nothing therefore remains in order to obtain the roots of

the biquadratic equation

^•'* + Aa^-^ Bx^ + Cx + D=0,
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but to put wi= 4 in the general expression for Xn, assigning suc-

cessively to n the four values 1, 2, 3, 4. Accordingly, we shall

find

072= /^3+ fi^y^+ /^, y^+ /^o2/2^

^3= /^3+ H'^y^+ /^i ys^ + /^o^a^

24. The solution of Euler has here come into view. I shall,

however, be forced to postpone what I have to say with respect

to that solution until, at all events, I have discussed the ultimate

forms which o;^ x<^, x^, x^ assume in coinciding with the more

ancient expressions for the roots of an equation of the fourth

degree.

25. On reflecting that the four values of y may be represented

by

we shall instantly perceive that •

/^3+ /^22/-f/^i2/^ + A*oy^

or, which is the same thing,

/^3+ /^iy^

+ (/^2+ /^o2/^)y

will, if we denote

by «, b, c, dy

respectively, lead to the following forms for the roots of a biqua-

dratic equation :

—

a-hs/l~{c-d^/l) ^e-'/l,
J

a, 6, c, dy 0, I, all of them, in general, admitting of being ex-

pressed as determinate rational functions of Q.

26. Such are the ultimate forms to which we are in the pre-
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sent instance conducted by Tschirnhausen's method. That the

coincidence spoken of in 24 can now take place, may, I think,

be shown in the most striking manner by actually evolving from

them, as if still undiscovered, the methods previously devised by

mathematicians for the solution of the same problem.

27. Let x^ and x^ denote the first pair of the roots in question,

we shall accordingly have

.%\ — [a-\-b \^l) = + \/(H)_|. Vl

wherein Xi and x^ would be similarly involved if the signs of

the second members were alike.

If, therefore, we square each member of either of these equa-

tions, and designate by

x^-{-L'x + M'=0

the equation which will thence arise, this will manifestly have

for its roots the two quantities x^ and a^g.

In like manner, if we consider the second pair .^g and x^, we

shall find that they admit of being included as roots in the same

quadratic equation

L" and M" differing from L' and M' merely in the sign of the

radical \^1.

It follows, therefore, from what has been said with respect to

a, b, Cj d, 0, I, that the biquadratic equation

x'^-^Aa^ + Bx^-hCx-^-D^O

is decomposable into two quadratic equations without the aid of

any equation of a degree higher than the third.

This is the method of solution discovered by the illustrious

Descartes.

28. Further, if we observe that L', M', L", M" are such that

we may take

L"=:p-q\/l, U"=r-sx/L
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p, q, 7', s being, in general, determinate rational functions of Q,

we shall have no difficulty in ascending to the most ancient

method, that of Louis Ferrari, which consists in bringing the

equation of the fourth degree to the form

where a, jS, 7, S do not involve x.

Indeed, this equation resolving itself into

we may see at a glance what values must be assigned to a, fi,

7, 8, in order that the two systems may coincide.

29. With no less facility may we evolve directly from the ex-

pressions in 25 the properties of those non-symmetrical functions

of the roots

which presented themselves to Lagrange and Vandermonde while

separately engaged in deriving from the theory of combinations,

a method that appeared subsequently to the time of Tschirn-

hausen.

30. We perceive that each pair of roots in 25 is composed of

functions of the forms

/+ w, t— Uj

and that therefore either of the products

will be of the form

In effect,

a7,a?2=(a4-6v/T)2-(e+ s/\){c^d s/lf,

x^^={a-h s/\f-{%- s/l){c-dV\f)
or, as is manifest,

x^x^-=-v—w \/\,

Vj w being rational and integral functions of a, b, c, «?, ©, I

;

whence results

^\X(^ "T" ^^3^4 ~- "wV.

Thus we see that the non-symmetrical function x^Xc^-\-x^x^

c
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may be expressed as a rational function of Q , and may conse-

quently be determined by solving an equation of the third

degree.

31. Again, as

^3 + 574=2^— 26 a/I,

we find by subtraction,

from which, if we square both sides to free the equation from

the radical sign, there will at once spring

We have therefore arrived at another non-symmetrical function

of the roots which is expressible by a rational function of Q.

32. It is clear that the number of such functions might be

increased. But I must now proceed to the second class of trans-

formations mentioned in 9.

33. Tschirnhausen, and after him Euler, took, as is well

known, a series in y which did not involve any power of a^

higher than the (m— l)th; m denoting the degree of the equa-

tion in J7. They did this to avoid the collapse of the series which

would take place were a power of a; in it to equal or exceed the

highest power of x in the original equation. No opening was

therefore immediately visible to them through which to discern

a general mode of counteracting the efi*ect of the elevation in

degree of the final equation when

1.2..(m-l)>m.

Is it certain, however, that an insurmountable barrier is opposed

to the introduction of more than the prescribed number of avail-

able indeterminates into the series for y? Is there no way

through the collapse ?

34. Let us consider the problem :

To TAKE AWAY THE SECOND, THIRD, AND FOURTH TERMS AT

ONCE FROM THE GENERAL EQUATION OF THE WITH DEGREE.

Supposing that
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we shall have for the equations of condition,

@.(0P + lQ + 2Ri-.. + XL)i=O,

@. (0P+1Q + 2II+ . . H-XL)2=0,

@ . (0P+1Q + 2R+ . . +\L)3=:0,

which lead, as we see, to a final equation of 1 . 2 . 3 or 6 dimen-

sions. Here then we seem to be stopped. But when the series

for y rises to the fourth power of x^ the difficulty may be eluded

in the following manner.

Mode of solution when X=4.

35. Since in the equation for x we are permitted to assume

^= 0, jB=0, it is clear that ®1 and @1^ may both of them be

made to vanish*. Hence on considering that the first two of

the equations of condition may, when X= 4, take the forms

@1Q4-
@.(0P-f2R + 3S+4T)i = 0,

2@l.(0P+ 2R+ 3S+4T)i Q +
@.(0Ph-2R + 3S + 4T)«=0,

we shall perceive that Q may be completely detached from both

these equations if we determine P, R, S, T so that

@.tOP + 2R+3S+4T)i= 0,

Sl.(0P-f2R + 3S+4T)i=O,
(5.(0P + 2R + 3S + 4T)2=0,

where the product of the numbers which mark the dimensions

relatively to P, R, S, T is only 1 . 1 . 2 or 2.

In this way, without resolving any equation of a higher degree

than the second, we shall have

^'=0Q40,

And Q, which as yet, therefore, is wholly undetermined, may
now satisfy the cubic equation

@.(0P + 1Q + 2R + 3S + 4T)3=0;

See Articles 3, 5.

c2



that is,

3(5r . (OP + 2R + 3S +4T)^ Q^ +
3S1.(0P + 2R + 3S4-4T)2Q+
@.(0P + 2R + 3S + 4T)3=O;

thus fulfilling the third and last condition,

C'=0.

36. It may easily be shown that P, Q, R, S, T, ij will none

of them in general assume the form

G

where G and H are integral functions of the (m— 2) arbitrary

coefficients C, Z), . . V.

Returning to the equations in P, R, S, T, we see that the

first of them will be reducible to

©.(0P + 3S + 4T)=0,

since @2= 0. We may also perceive that the second equation

of the group will become

@.(3R + 4S + 5T)=0.

For since @TU=@T@f— ©(r-f u)*, it is evident that the coeffi-

cients of P, R, S, T in

@1.(0P + 2R+ 3S + 4T)

may all of them be derived from the expression

on taking v successively equal to 0, 2^ 3; 4; whence

@1.(0P + 2R+ 3S+4T) = -@.(3R+4S+5T),

@1 being equal to zero.

* The truth of this proposition will be manifest if we bear in mind that

(Srv, ©r, @u, ©(r+v) are the symmetrical functions composed of terms of

the forms t'^u^, f, i", f"^^, respectively. In effect.
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Accordingly we shall have

P=-^®-(3S+4T),

B=-^@-(4S + 5T).

We conclude, therefore, since we may assume T= 1, that neither

p
P nor K will be of the form ,^ —Yva"' ^^^l^ss S be of that form*.

(1 — 1)11

Substituting now these expressions for P and R in the

equation

v5.(0P+ 2K + 3S + 4T)2=o,

the first member of which is an integral function of P, K, S, T,

we shall obviously be conducted to a quadratic equation in S

with determinate coefficients. This equation I shall represent by

aS2+ 2)QST+ 7X2= ;

a, ^, y being certain rational functions of C, D, . . V, free from

evanescent denominators. The expression for S will conse-

quently be

a

Unless, then, u be equal to zero, S will not take the form

Gr

Now since, in order to obtain a, we need not consider the

whole development of the function 6 . (0P + 2IH-3S + 4T)^

but only that part of it which is affected with S^, it is clear that

if we assume
P=;?S+yT,

R=rS + r'T,

assigning to p, p', r, r' such values as are deducible from the

expressions previously found for P and R, we shall obtain a. by

merely writing p and r for P and R respectively, 1 for S, and

suppressing the term 4T. Hence

a= @.(0/? + 2r + 3s)^

where

©3 ©4 ,

* The exceptional case of C=0 will be considered hereafter.
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Further, if we expand @ . (0p + 2r-f 36')^ according to the

descending powers of s, the expression for a will become

©3^ s^ + 2@3 . (0/> 4- 2r) 5 + (5 . {Op + 2r)2;

or since @0= m, @2=0,

{(@3)^-@6}6-^ +
2{(m-l)@3;? + (-@5)r}*4-

m(m— 1 );?^+ (— g4)r^

;

from which, on eliminating p, r, s, there will finally result

.
^-m(®3) +^"@3~ (@3)^"®^^

a cannot therefore vanish without inducing a relation among
the coefficients C, i), . . V.

Having thus shown that S will not assume the form ^^j—rrw^

it will immediately be seen that Q and y, as well as P and R,

will, exclusively of particular cases, be all of them determinate

in value. But before proceeding to the collapse, I wish to say

a few words on equations of the fifth degree.

Remarkable forms to which the general equation of the fifth degree

is reducible.

37. It is evident that we may take for the transformed equa-

tion not only

but also

since the method we have been considering, which consists in

detaching Q from A^ and JB',* will enable us to satisfy ^'= 0,

-B'=0, D'= 0, by merely substituting the biquadratic equation

D'= for the cubic C'=0,as our final equation for determiningQ.

Again, from these two equations in y there will spring, on

putting y=—, two other forms,
z
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Whence it follows that the solution of the general equation of

the fiftli degree reduces itself to that of any one of the trinomial

equations*,

x^+ Dx +E=0,
x^+Cx^ + E=0,
x^+ Bx^+E= 0,

x^+ Ax'^+ E=:^0;

a result of such a character as may well shake our trust in the

validity of the conclusion come to by mathematicians of the pre-

sent day,—that it is in general not possible to solve algebraically

equations of the fifth degree.

Collapse of the series for y in the case o/m= 4.

38. Let us now observe what takes place whem m= 4.

The series for y may here be reduced to

y=F + Q'.t:4-R'.r2+S'^3;

in which
F=P-Ti), Q'=Q-TC,

since the proposed equation in x gives x"^— —Cx—D.
The equations of condition A'= 0, B'= 0, C'=0, will accord-

ingly become, if —TC=q,
@.(0F + l[Q4-^]+2R' + 3S')^=O,

. S. (OF + l[Q+ g]+2R'4-3SO^=0,

@.(0P' + 1Q' + 2R'H-3S')^=0.

Hence as Q cannot be detached from the first and second of

these equations, by the method in 35, without being accompanied

by q, which is similarly involved, we shall find, in arriving at

the forms

0Q + 0=0,
OQVOQ + = 0,

that we shall be conducted to three homogeneous equations

between the three quantities P', R', S'.

* The first of these trinomial equations appeared in Part II. of my
* Mathematical Researches,' in the year 1 834 ; the second, third, and fourth

in a subsequent Part. They are now well known. See Sir W. R. Hamil-

ton's Inquiry on the subject in the Sixth Report of the British Association

for the Advancement of Science : also M. Serret's ' Cours d'Algebre

Superieure,* Note V.
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We must therefore have in general

F=0, W= 0, S'=0.

The equation C'=0.will now give^ except when @P= 0,

Q'=0.

Lastly, from y'^-^iy=0 there will result

Thus the equation between x and y,

j,=F+ Q'.t4-R'^VS'^^

will, unless the coefficients C, D be subject to certain conditions,

resolve itself into

= + 0a: 4- 00^2+ 0^3.

39. We may verify this, by showing directly from the expres-

sions obtained in 36 for P, R, S, that when m= 4 the series

P + Q^ + Rx2^S^3+ T^4

will become a multiple of the evanescent function

2)+ Co: +0^4.

In effect, a, 2/3, 7, the coefficients of the quadratic equation

between S and T, may, as is manifest, be universally defined by

/3=@ . (Oi> + 2r+ 3s+ 40W + 2r' + 3s -f 4/0,

y=@.(0y+ 2r' + 3s^+ 4/')'.

With respect to the quantities here involved, p, r, s are already

known ; p', ?'' differ from p, r, by having in their numerators

@4, ©5, for @3, @4, respectively ; t' like s is equal to 1 ; and

/, s', which have been introduced merely for the purpose of ex-

hibiting the symmetry of the calculus*, are both of them equal

to zero.

* We may see beforehand, without going through any calculations, tliat

in the coefficient of S'^ the quantities p, r, s, t must be involved in precisely

the same manner as are P, R, S, T in the original function. A similar

remark with respect to p', r', s', t\ is applicable to the coefficient of T*;

while the coefficient of ST must be such as, abstractedly of the numerical

coefficient 2, to coincide indifferently with the coefficient of S* or that of

T^, when p', r', s', t' are equal to p, r, s, t in the order of their occurrence.

Indeed we may easily see, that if in any rational and integral function of
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From what has been proved of a, it is clear indeed that we

must have

a=

»w-H(@3)^-^@6}-f

7w-^{g3(S4-m@7} +

(@3)-H@466+(@5f}-

7=
m-^{(@4)2-m(g8}-f

2(@3)-^@5@6-

(@3)-'e4(@5)2.

Now by means of Newton^s theorem,

@/^4-^@(/x-l) 4-i^@(/x-2) + C@(/.-3) + . . =0,

we shall find, on taking A, B, E, F, G severally equal to zero,

that

©5=0, @6=3-'{e3)^ (57= {3-^ + 4-')@3S4,

In the case, therefore, of the biquadratic equation,

the wth degree with respect to v quantities Mj, Wg, u^, . . Uy, designated by

f(Mi, M2, • . \)'*, we put u^^=a^v-\-bf^w, we shall have

f(wi, Ms, . . Mvr=

f(ai, a2, . .a^)"?7"+

a theorem which will often be found useful.
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the expressions for a^ /3, 7 will become

a=-3-^x4-'(@3)^-(@3)-'(S4)^

^=(3-' + 4-^)(l-l)@3@4,

7=4-^1 -1)(@4)^

The equation between S and T will thus contract into

which will give

S= 0;

except for that particular relation between C and D which causes

a to vanish*.

Again, from the equations for expressing P and R in terms of

S and T, we obtain, when S= 0,

P=i)T, R=0.

Further, if we subtract ^= P + Q-x- + R*"^ + Sa?^+ Ta?'* from

0=T(D+ Cx+ x"^) and make the requisite substitutions, we shall

find

{TC-Q)x+ y= 0;
and therefore

whence there will arise, if /c= — —

,

2/2

(TC-Q)(^^-g^,)=0.

Accordingly, except when we are unable to select x^ and x^

so that the second factor in this equation shall be different from

zerotj we must have

TC-Q= 0;

* The actual expression for u in terms of C and D is

as will be manifest on observing that in the ])resent instance

@3=-3C, *S4=-4D.

t The only case in which such a selection is not possible is that of C=0.
For, there must subsist

since y^, 3/3, yi, which are supposed to correspond to w^, x^, x^ respectively,

may, in an undetermined order, the fixing of which would define k, be re-

presented by ^^"=nyi, {^^-ifyx^i^^fyv
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and consequently

We conclude, then, that unless either

4 3« C
or

C'=0,

the equation

will, in the case under discussion, be identical with

Let us see what occurs in passing through the collapse.

Mode of solution when X= 3.

40. Taking for the equations of condition

@. (OP +1Q + 211 + 38)^=0, I . . . . (e)

@.(OP + lQ+ 2R + 3S)3=:oJ

and expanding them, as before, according to the descending

powers of Q, let

@1.(0P + 2R + 3S) = D*;

then, on eliminating P and R, the second of the equations {e),

which is such as to become aS^= when Q= Ot, must, when !D

is indeterminate, present itself in the form

2DQ-}-«S2-i-2bDS + cD2=0; .... (^y

in which b, c are rational functions of C, Z>, . . V, the coefficients

of the equation in a^.

It may be proved very readily, that both b and c will in

general be different from zero.

* ^ is the Hebrew letter Mem.
t As T is here equal to zero, the equation ocS^+2^ST-{-yT^=0 is redu-

cible to otS^=0 irrespectively of /3 and y, which, when m >- 4, are in

general non-evanescent.
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In effect, if we observe that

@.(0P+ 1Q+ 2R + 3S)2=

0Q2 + 2DQ+ © . (OP + 2R + 3S)^

we shall find, ifV=pS-hpp, R= rS + rp,

b= @.(0p + 2r + 3s)(0p;+ 2r,),

c= @.(0;?,+ 2r,)^

the new quantities p^, r^ being respectively equal to 0, — -tss^.

Whence it appears, that, unless certain assignable relations

exist among the coefficients of the equation in x, both b and c

will be composed of finite non-evanescent factors.

Reverting to the equation (e'g), let us now take

and we shall have, on eliminating Q,

2DQ + aS2-f2b'OS + cW= 0; . . . (e'^

an equation which is of the same form, indeed, as the preceding

one designated by (e'g), but which involves two additional inde-

terminate quantities ^ and cr. In effect,

V=b + o-, c'= c + 2/x.

We see, then, that the equation (e^y may be reduced to the

binomial form,

2D^ + «S2= 0. (e"y

by assigning such values to cr and fi as will make b' and c' vanish.

Again, if we eliminate P, R, and Q from the third of the

equations (e), we shall arrive at a homogeneous equation of the

third degree relatively to D, q, and S,

F(D,?,S)8=0, (^3

where F is indicative of a rational and integral function.

It only therefore remains to consider under what circum-

stances we can satisfy the simultaneous equations (e^'g), (e'g).

Of the applicability of the method in the case ofm= 4. Decom-
position of the final equation of the sixth decree considered.

Nature of the coefficients of that equation.

41. Now if, assuming S= l, we designate by
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the final equation in D, and by

that in 5^ ; we may without difficulty perceive that, when m= 4,

n being equal to any number in the series 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. For

let

then, since by the equation (e'^g),

we must have

9n=tn''

there being nothing in the nature of the process to individuate

from the rest any one of the six values of which, as we know
beforehand, Q is susceptible ; or any one of the six sets of values

of P, R, S, from which springs D; so as to fix q and D*.

* In perfect accordance with this, if we take, as Lagrange has done,

a?2HItr2HQa?2+P=-yi,

and combine these equations so as to eliminate yi and P, there will result

Xi^-\-X./—X3^—X^^—0,

{Xi-X^,-\-{X3-X,)V~l']Q-\-

a?i'-^2HW-^/) ^^^^=0,

which will give six-valued forms for Q and R in terms of x^, x^, x^, x^.

And we shall seemingly arrive at a six-valued expression capable of being

made equivalent either to q or 6. But we must not conclude, whatever

may be the result when m^4, that when m >- 4, if we endeavour to obtain

a function of Xi, a?2, " Xm, which shall represent indifferently q or ^, no

equation of condition will steal in to interrupt the process.
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It follows, therefore, that the first members of the equations

^6 Ug Ug

must be identical. Now in order that the corresponding coeffi-

cients in these equations may be equal, they must all of them be

comprised in the expression

on taking v successively equal to 5, 4, 3, 2, 1, 0. But D and q

are involved symmetrically in the equation {e"'q). There must

accordingly exist a parallel system of conditions derivable from

the equation

B6
.(^)-c._..

Hence it is manifest that the roots of the final equation in D
or q will be expressible by

Qv ^2> ^3> Dv ^2' ^3'
while

P, Q, R may consequently all of them be determined by re-

solving equations of the first, second, and third degrees.

42. It will be interesting, however, to examine the way in

which the decomposition of the equation in D actually takes

place.

Observing that .

it is clear that if we put

we shall be conducted to an equation of the second degree in i2,

which must be a divisor of

D6+ BiD5 + B2D4+..-hB6=0.

With respect to u^, it is a root of a cubic equation which I
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shall designate by

Dj, Dg, D3 being expressible as rational functions of B^ Bg, . . B^.,

and therefore ultimately of C, D, . . V, the coefficients of the

equation in a?.

If, in eflfect, we put

W'n= ?„ + 0„,

and thence (41),

the six values of which u, a rational function of D, is susceptible,

will, since we are permitted to take D4, D5, Dg equal to g^j, qc^, g^

respectively, admit of being represented by

"'"25",' "^"so;' "^-asTs'

Wherefore the equation in u, although it will rise to the sixth

degree, will be of the form

(2^3 + DiZ^2_|_D^^^D^)2^0,

composed of two equal cubic factors.

Hence it is manifest that the equation 0^+ BiQ^+ . . = is

capable of being split into three quadratic equations, in each of

which the absolute term is equal to — ^«, and the coefficient of

the first power of D is a distinct root, with its sign changed, of

a cubic equation, the coefficients of which can be expressed as

known rational functions of those of the original equation in x.

43. I have not as yet shown how to deduce from the expres-

sions in 41 the relations which exist among B|, Bg, . . Bg.

Setting out with

we obtain at once

from which will arise, on writing 6— /i for n,

B6-„_/-2y
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Again, if we multiply the corresponding members of these

equations together, the result will be divisible by B„ Bg-n ; so

that we shall have

and therefore

2/) being a root, not yet fixed, of the equation 3/?^— 1=0.
Eliminating Bg from the fundamental equation in B„, we shall

thence find

B„=2/>-^i^r
if

sP" ' = 1;

as will be manifest on taking n=3.
We must accordingly have

B..(:i^)"'B»

B..(:-/)"».

B.= (:-^r^:

6—nf

Bq being equal to 1.

44. But are these equations homogeneous with respect to the

roots of

a?4+C<r+D= 0?

If they are not, the method just given is not directly applicable

to that equation, the coefficients of which, C, D, are supposed to

continue arbitrary. Taking, however,

and subjecting the equation

to the method in question, we shall find, as might easily be

shown,
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in which the homogeneity is undisturbed.

Still it may be asked, Can this system of equations be satisfied

without inducing any relation between C and D ?

Deferring for a time the discussion of these questions, I pro-

ceed to explain another method which may without difficulty be

seen to be applicable to every biquadratic equation.

Isolated method for effecting the reduction of any equation of

the fourth degree to the binomial form. The final equation.

Change which takes place in the structure of the expressions

at the collapse.

45. Let, as before,

denote the equation in x. Then if in the subsidiary equation

,7^-\-^x'^^(^x-\-V— y
we write

X-^f X^f c2?c^, x^

successively for x, and

for y, and combine the resulting equations so as to eliminate i/j

and P, we shall, as has been observed*, be conducted to the

equations

{x^+x^—x^—x^)Q+ -1

[x,^-x^^+{x^^-x,^)x/'^]n-\-^. . . (^2)

X
I

"~" Xci I V'^.S "^'4

* See tiote, p. 29.
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We might therefore, following in the footsteps of Lagrange, ex-

press Q and R as non-symmetrical functions of the roots a;,, x^,

Xq, x^ ) and thence by means of the theory of combinations de-

termine the nature of the equations on which those functions

depend. But without the aid of a theory, the elucidation of

which in its application to equations is reserved for the next

chapter, we shall be able to derive from Tschirnhausen's method

all that is requisite for our present purpose.

46. It is clear that we may assign to x^^, x<^, x^, x^ and to

^i^ ^<ii ^3) ^/ systems of expressions of the same type as that

in 25 for x^^ x^, x^, x^.

In effect, when n is any integer, we can make

m) "n> "^n.)

^B= an-bn ^I + {Cn-d, ^I) v'O- V^I, 1

dn being integral functions of «, b, c, d, S, 1.

Nothing therefore is easier than to see that the coefficients in

the equation (e^) will be included under the form

^b,,x/l;

and those in (^g) wilder the form

Hence if we denote

by
K„, L„,

respectively, the equations between Q and R will be reducible to

bQ-\-b^U-hh=0, _ _ 1 .(€)

(K + Lv'-l)Q+(K2 + L,v/-l)R + K3-}-L3^/-l-0,i
'

in which 6, b^^ 6,, K, Kg, Kg, L, Lg, L3 are known functions of

the coefficients Aj B, C, D of the original equation in x.

4>7. In the system from which these equations between Q and
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R have been derived,

+ 2/1^-1. -2/1 v^-^
correspond with

in the order of their occurrence ; but a system differing from

the preceding one merely by the interchange of + \/ — \ and

— i/ — 1 or, which is the same thing, by that of x^ and x^,

would give

iQ + Z>2R4-63=0,

(K-L v/3I)Q+ (K,-L, V'^R+ K3-L3 V -1=0.J

48. To remind us of the separate existence of the two systems

from which spring (e) and (e'), I shall annex 4- ^—-1 as an

index to the functions designated by Q and R in the first system,

and — \/— 1 to those in the second.

Thus, if we confine our attention to R, we shall have

R ,-^ ^3(K + Lv/3-5(K3 +L3^^)
" ' Z>2(K + L^-1)-6(K, + L2v/-1)'

R .

^3(K-L ^3T),&(K3-L3 j/^)

62(K-Lv/-1)-6(K,-L2'v/-1)'

the expresion for R_v::t being derivable from that for R+v/z"i by

writing throughout each part — \/ — 1 for + a/ — 1.

49. It may now be seen that the coefficients of the quadratic

equation (R-R+/-,)(R-R_./-) =
are rational functions of a, b, c, d,%,\.

If, in effect, we bring the numerators and denominators of the

expressions for R+v/— and R_^/—1 to the form oL+ fS \^^—\ by

assuming

tQ=h^K—bK^, t^ — b^j--6L3,

there will

UQ= b^K— bK^, Z/jrr^gL-

manifestly result

-(R+v-i + R.v/rr):

R+v/zTX R_yzi=

-4L4,

D .^
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50. Again, as we can put

where 4, t'v Uq, Wj are free from compound radicals, it is clear

that the functions

may be expressed by

in which the numerators and denominators severally belong to

the class

V and w being rational functions of a, b, c, d,@,l: as will be

evident on considering that + Vl and — -/l enter symmetri-

cally into the calculus.

51. We are thus brought to an equation of the form

where f and 77 are rational functions of a, 6, c, d, ©, I.

52. Lastly, since «, b, c, d, ©, I all of them in general admit

of being expressed as determinate rational functions of Q (the

point over the letter serving to distinguish it from the Q in the

present series for y), we see that if we denote by Qj, Qg, Qy the

three roots of the cubic equation in Q, and by fi, fgj ?3^ Vi, v^y Va

the corresponding values of f and 7], the equation of the sixth

degree in R will be decomposable into

which differs essentially in structure from the final equation in 35.
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53. The problem which I intend now to propose for discussion

is one the solution of which would embrace that of equations of

the fifth degree. It is

To REDUCE THE EQUATION

TO THE FORM

k BEING ANY NUMERICAL CONSTANT*.

Writing for greater symmetry Qq, Qj, Q^, . . Q\, instead of

P, Q, R, . . L respectively in

we immediately perceive that the equations of condition which

must be satisfied in order that we may have

will be

@ . (0Qo+lQi + 2Q2-{- . . +\Qx)^=0,

© . (OQ0+IQ1 + 2Q2+ . . +xQx)'=0,

@. (0Qo+lQi + 2Q,+ . . -f XQx)'*-

1.2.3A[@.(0Qo+lQi + 2Q2+..+XQx)2]2=0.

Now if we expand the first two of these according to the de-

* When m=5, A:=|, the equation in y will become

the roots of which may, as De Moivre has shown, be represented thus :

t ^K+ \/a-}-i'« V^K— V^A,

i3 \/k-i- v/a+i2\/k— -/a,

t^'v/K-t-i/A+i V^K— -V^A;

K, A being defined by

E' ( E'Y . {BY

and 1, t, i^ i', I* being the roots of the binomial equation
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seending powers of Q, or Q, there will result

0Q +

@.(0Qo+2Q,+ ..4-XQx)^=O

and
OQ34-

3@1^ . (OQ0 + 2Q2+ . . -^-XQ^y Q2+
361. (OQ0+ 2Q2+ .

. 4-XQx)' Q +
@.(OQo+2Q2+..4-XQx)3=0;

@1 and @1^ being both of them evanescent. In order, therefore,

to detach Q, as before, we must be able to assign such values to

Qo> Qsj • • Qx as will satisfy the equations

@.(0Qo+ 2Q2i-.. + XQx)i = O,

@l^(OQo + 2Q,+ ..+\Qx)^=0,

@l.(0Qo+ 2Q2+..+XQx)^=O,
@ . (OQ0+2Q2+ . . +\Qx)^=0;

where the product of the numbers w^hich mark the dimensions

relatively to Qq, Qg, . . Q\ is 1.1.2.3, and is therefore greater

than 4, the highest number which is admissible in our present

inquiry. The difficulty may, however, be overcome. For if,

assuming

Qo=floM-f-*0'

we express the first three of the equations in Qq, Q2, . . Qx as

functions of Oq, a^, . . ax, ^o> ^2' • • ^X> ^^^ M, we shall have

S.(0fl'o+ 2«2+--+X«x)' M +

@r . (0«o+ 2«2H- .
. +X.ax)' M-f-

@12. (060+ 2^^2+ ••+>^\)'=0,

@1 . (Oflo -f- 2«2+ .
. + '^axT M2 +

2@1 . (0«oH-2^/2 4- .
. +X«;,)U06oH-2*9+ . . -\-Xbyy M +

©1.(0/^0 4- 2^2 +..+X6x)'= 0.

Accordingly if, as is permitted, we give such values to Aq, a^ ..a\,
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bg, b^,

.

. bx, that they may admit of being arranged in the two

divisions or groups,

I.

@. (0«o+2fl2+ . . +X«x)^=0,

©1 . (Ofl'o + 2«2 + . . + X«x)^=0,

II.

(&.{0b^+ 2b^-\-..+Uxy=0,

61^(0^0+ 262+.. +\6x)'=0.

@1. (0«o+2«2+ • • +>^x)'(06o+ 2^2+ .
. +X6x)'=0^

®1. (0^^0+262+. •+^x)'=0,

the final equation for «o, flg, . . a\ being of 1 . 1 . 3 dimensions,

and that iov b^.bc^ . .b^ of 1 . 1 . 1 . 2 ; then M will be detached

from the three equations in question, and will consequently be

wholly free on entering

@.(0Qo+2Q2+..-l-XQx)^=O,
that is to say,

III.

© . (0flro+ 2a2+ . . +X«x)^ M8 +
3© . (0«o+2«2+ •

. +X«x)«(0Jo+262+ .
. +X^x) M^+

3© . (0«o+ 2«2+ .
. +X«x)(0^o+2^'2+ • • +>^x)'' M +

©.(06o+ 2^^2+..+^*x)'=0,

the last of the equations which do not involve Q.

Thus we see how, without resolving any equation of a higher

degree than the third, we shall have

+ (0M2+0M + 0)Q+ 0.

And as Q may now be determined so as to satisfy the biqua-

dratic equation

IV.

© . (OQ0+IQ + 2Q2+ . . +XQx)^-
1

. 3 .3^[© . (OQ0+IQ + 2Q2+ • • +XQx)']'=0,
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and therefore

it is visible that the transformation we are considering may be

effected by means of equations of the first four degrees. But it

remains to assign suitable values to X.

NON-OCCUBRENCE, EXCEPT IN PARTICULAR CASES, OF THE

FORM 7^ YvtT
WH^^N \=6.

(1— IjH

54. Returning to the first group in which are a^, a^, . . a^,

let us assume

we shall then have four indeterminate quantities for satisfying

the three homogeneous equations there involved.

Now on combining the first and second of these equations,

and supposing for the moment that

_ No _ N,

we may perceive that Nq and N^ will both of them belong to the

*(%, «4. (»1'4, ©rs, .
. )

;

<I> being expressive of a rational and whole function.

As for D, it can be made to depend on the equation

D= ©061^2-@2@r0;
the order of the terms fixing that in Nq and in Ng. Hence D is

in general different from zero.

If therefore we reflect that ^a/37=@a@/3@7— (Ba@(/3+ y)
— v5yS@(a4-7) — @7@(a + /S) +2@(a+y3+7), we shall see

without difficulty that the final equation of the group will fall

under the form

^\5> «8> «4> ©'7, @6, . . ) =0,

and will consequently, except in particular cases, contain at least

two terms with non-evanescent coefficients.

In effect, the coefficient of a^^ being of the form
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where g is composed of symmetrical functions of lower dimen-

sions than @9j and that of a^ct/^^ of the form

2x2@8+ ^,

where h is, in like manner, composed of symmetrical functions

of lower dimensions than @8, it follows from the principle of

the equality of dimensions, already so often referred to, that we
cannot have

2@9+ ^= 0, 2x2^58 + ^= 0,

without inducing relations among D, E, . . V when m > 9*.

* Generally, in order that there may subsist the equation

Y=Z,
Y and Z must be of the same dimensions. Or using the character (I for

dimensions, we must have

I. aY=az.
Continuing thus to embody in a calculus our primary ideas connected with

the notion of equality, we perceive that

if Z=zi+Z2-hzB+ ..,

r. aY=azi=az<i=az3= . .

.

if Z=iZiZ2Z8 . . ,

I"- aY=az^^azi+azi-\- . .

.

Hence in the general equation of the mth degree,

we must have (I'.)

From the first of these equations we deduce (I".)

max=aA+ (m— 1 )ff0?,

therefore

QA

Similarly we find,

Comparing these results with

1.

(Ix

^=2 ^=3
ffa?

' Qx

Qx

g@2^o g@3 ^3
Qx ' Qx

and observing that all symmetrical functions of the roots are integral func-
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55. Putting now X=6 in the next group, and pursuing a

method analogous to that just explained, we find that Bq, b^, h^

will all of them belong to the class

where '<!> designates a determinate function. Oq, a^, . . «4, enter-

ing into this group as known quantities, are not indicated in the

expression.

We see too that the final equation will here be of the form

'f{^> K K h, ©11. ©10, .

.

) =0.

tions of the coefficients A, B, C, . . V, we perceive why A only can enter

into the expression for iSl, A and B into that for ©2, and so on.

Having arrived at the idea, derivable from Newton's theorem on the

suras of the powers of the roots, that each symmetrical function in the

series Qk, <^{k—l), . . ©2, ©1, ©0 will, when m is indeterminate, contain

a coefficient of the original equation which does not enter into the succeed-

ing function, we shall have little difficulty in attaining to the demonstration

of the following Lemma.
No algebraical expression that is composed of symmetrical functions of

the roots of the general equation of the mth degree, and is of the class

o*{©(^-l), 6(A;~2), . . (SI, ©0}((&^r+

Mm-1), <s(A:-2), ..©1, <so}(©^)"-'+

«^{(5(A:-1), ©(^-2), . .©1, (aO}>

can become equal to zero without assuming theform

Corollary. A similar inference may be drawn respecting the function

i*{(Sa'^V.., <S»"^"y".., .,]{<Babc..f-^+

n*{©«'^V.., ©«"/3"y'.., ••}

when
a-\-b-\-c-\- . . > a(r)-f ^(r)_^_y(r^^. .

.

.

as will readily appear on considering that
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So that we can assign whatever non-evanescent value we please

to bg, and then obtain a determinate expression for b^ if 'D is dif-

ferent from zero.

That 'D will not in general vanish may be shown thus. In

the equation by which it may be defined,

'D=

{@0@122-@2@120}(51 . 3 . (0«o + 2«2+ .
. +4«4) +

{©l^OSS-SOSl^S}®! . 2 . (0«o+2«,+ . . +4^4) +

{6261^3- (S3@122 }@1 . . {0%+ 2«2+ • • + 4«4),

the highest symmetrical function immediatelyinvolved is ©1.3.4;
we perceive, therefore, that if 'D=0, we should, on eliminating

Aq and fl^, be conducted to an expression between «g and a^ into

which no function higher than @8 would enter, in opposition to

what has been proved in 54, where the equation between a^ and

04 involves the symmetrical function ©9.

56. Having reached this point, we may see at once that when

\= 6, the series for 1/,

will in general be a determinate non- evanescent function

of X.

Of the possibility of eluding the collapse which takes place

when m falls below 7, I shall have occasion to speak in another

place.

57. The following problem, the solution of which would in-

volve that of equations of the sixth degree,

TO REDUCE THE EQUATION

TO THE FORM

ym+ i^^ym-2 ^ JJfym-X _,. pym-iS 4. . . 4. J7 = Q,

belongs to the same class or family as the last.

In fact, if, according to the pattern in 54, we make
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Q3= flr3M+^»3,

«6= 0,

«6= 0,

and determine «oj ^2» • • ^4f ^o' ^2> • • ^6> ^^ Q^ i^ such a manner

that they may admit of being distributed into the divisions

I.

@.(0flo+2a2+..-f4«4)^= O,

©1^
. (0«o + 2^2+ • • + 4^4) ^ = 0,

@1 . (0«o + 2fl2 + . • + 4«4)^= 0,

II.

@.(06o+ 2Z'2+.. +6^6)^ = 0,

©12.(0^0+ 262+.. +6^6)' = ^.

©1 . (0«o + 2a2+ •
. +4«4)U06o+ 2^>2+ .

. H-666)' = 0,

©l.(OZ»o + 262+-- +6^6)2=0,

III.

© . (0 [floM + 60] + 2 [«2M + 62] + • • + 6^6)3= 0,

IV.

© . (OKM + 60] H-lQ+ 2[«2M +y + . . 4-6*6)^=0,

we shall have from the equations in I. II. III.,

^'=OQ +OM + 0,

C'= 0Q3+(0M-f0)Q2

+ (OMHOMh-0)Q + 0,

and from the equation in IV.,

It will be seen also precisely as before, that the series for y
will in general be a determinate non-evanescent function of x.
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Collapse of the series for y in the case o/m= 6.

58. When m=6, we have

which necessitates a collapse. Now from what has been said in

discussing the problem of taking away the second, third, and

fourth terms at once from the general equation of the wth degree

in the analogous case for the resolution of biquadratic equations,

we are led to infer that when the equation in x here becomes

the one between y and x will, in consequence of the collapse,

present itself in the form

0= + 0^7+ 0^2 _f_.|.0a7^

59. Let us see how this result may be deduced from the equa-

tions themselves on which depend Oq, a^, . . a^, Z>q, bc^, . . 6g, M, Q.

Assuming that the collapse induces

*6= 0,

we perceive that there are still five quantities, Z>q, b^, b^, 64, b^,

for satisfying the four homogeneous equations in II. But if,

observing the similarity in form of the corresponding equations

in I. and II., we take

b^= 'GTa^-\-b\j

b^= ^a,-\-b\,

b^= t!sa^-\-b\,

it will be manifest that the equations in II. will become*

6.(26^2 + 36^3+ ..+5y»=0,

@1^ (26^2 + 36^3+..+ 565) *=0,

@1 . (0fl'o + 2«2+ • • +K)' (26^2+ 36^3+ . . -^-bbr^^Q,

ei.(26\ + 36^3+..+56,)2=0,

* Thus

@ . (060+263+ . .+ 565)'=^ . (0«o+2ff2+ • . +4«4)W
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in which the number of the quantities to be determined, b\, b\,

b\, 65, is reduced to four.

Hence, exclusively of particular cases, b^^, b\, . . b^, and there-

fore bQ, ^2, . . 65 must severally vanish.

We now have

Qo=«oM, Q,=«2M, Q3=asM, Q^^a^M, Q^=0.

The equation in III. may accordingly be converted into

Except, therefore, when © . (0flo+ 2«2 + - • +4:«4)^= 0, M will

vanish, causing at the same time the evanescence of Qq, Qg, Q3, Q4.

And since, on making the requisite substitutions, the equation

in IV. will become

Q, as well as Qq, Q2, • • Q4, must in general be equated to zero.

Adjustments to meet the collapse.

60. In the first and last of the divisions we need not make

any alteration in the arrangements. But as we can no longer

completely detach M, we must take the equation from which

spring the third and fourth of the equations in II.,

2@1. (0«o + 2«2+ •
. H-4fl4)H06o+ 262 + 363+ • • +6^6)^ M

+ @1 . (0/>o 4- 2^2 + 3^3 + • • + 6/;«)^= 0,

into the third division, equating b^ and b^ to zero.

If, therefore, as in the analogous case in 40, we designate the

coefficient of M by 2D, we shall merely have to consider the equa-

tions in the two following divisions instead of those in II. and

III.,

II'.

5.(262 + 863+.. 4-5^5)^= 0,

@1^ (2*2 + 363+..+ 565) ' = 0,

@1 . (0«^o + 2«'2+ . . +4^4)^263 + 363+ . .

+565)i = rj,

III'.

+ 36.

s5 . (0KM] + 2[^2M + 62] + . . + bb,f= 0.

:Zmi + ©1 . (262 + 363 + . . + 5b,Y= 0,
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What the nature of the result is to which the method leads will

appear in the sequel.

61. I might go on to show how, by solving a certain number

of equations of the first, second, third, . . {n— l)th degrees, to

attain to the solution of the simultaneous equations

@ . (OQ0+IQ+2Q2+ . . +XQx)^=0,

@ . {0Qo+lQ + 2Q2-h . . +XQx)'= 0,

@ . (OQ0+IQ+ 2Q2+ . . +XQx)^=0,

© . (0Qo + lQ+ 2Q,-f . . +XQ^r-' =0,

when a suitable value is assigned to X. And it might be proved

that till m= \, the series for ?/ would in general be a determinate

non-evanescent function of x. But it is time for us to retrace

our steps to equations of the fifth degree. The method of

Tschirnhausen now merges in that of Lagrange and Vander-

monde.
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CHAPTER II.

Indications afforded by the Method of Lagrange and
Vandermonde of the possibility of passing the limits

within which the Resolution of Equations has

hitherto been confined.

63. In the preceding chapter we attempted, by a method

founded on that of Tschirnhausen, to bring the general equation

of the fifth degree to the form discovered by De Moivre, but

were met, as in the analogous case for biquadratic equations, by

the collapse of the series for y. What takes place in passing

through the collapse, I have not discussed. Nor do I intend to

enter upon the inquiry here. With the aid, however, of the

theory of combinations, for the application of which to equations

we are indebted to Lagrange and Vandermonde, we shall be

able, not only to establish the truth of the proposition,

that any equation of the fifth degree

or' + AiX'^-\-J^+ A^'^+ A^x 4- ^5=0
can be reduced to the form

by means of a subsidiary equation of the third degree

with respect to x

0(^-\-p^x'^-]rp^x^-p^= 7j,

but also to sec clearly what the element is which has been

omitted by later mathematicians of great eminence, who have

come to the conclusion, that equations of the fifth degree can-

not in general be solved algebraically.

First Part of the Demonstration,

Mode of expressing
J pj, pg, pg as rational functiom ofxy, x^,..X5.

The ten equations (d.), (e.).

63. Now Pi, p<2) Ps must be such that

x^+PiX^+p^x-hPs
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may become a root of an equation of the form

or that the expressions

may become the five roots of that equation. For x^, x^^ . . x^

enter symmetrically into the calculus, and there is consequently

nothing to connect one of them rather than another with the x

of the expression a^-\-p^x'^+p^x+p^.

If then we consider that the roots of the equation for y must,

as De Moivre has shown*, be expressible by

c, t^, L^, t'^ denoting the imaginary roots of the binomial equa-

tion p^—l=0, we shall manifestly be conducted to a system of

equations

^l +Pi^l+j»A -\-P3=t+ u,

xl +Pixl +PqXp +pQ={,t + c\
(a)^y +Pl^l +P<;^y +Ps= I'^t+ l\

^5 +J0l^5 +P^S +P8= t^t+ i^W,

^e +jO]^e +j»2^e +P3= i'*^ + *" '>

in which a, /S, y, 8, e represent in an undetermined or arbitrary

order of succession, the five indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5.

64. Prom this system there will arise, as we know from the

theory of permutations, 1.2.3.4.5 systems ; if for a, fi, y, S, e

we substitute 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 in all the diff*erent arrangements

which they can assume. But these 120 systems will be found

to furnish only twelve different sets of values for jo^, p^, p^. Our
first object will be to express jOj, jOg, p^ as functions of x^,x^,,.x^

without t and u.

65. By combining any three of the five equations of the'

system (a.), we see that we may eliminate / and u; and that

* See note, p. 3/.
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therefore if we replace

4+i»i4+.., Xl+p^xl+,,, a7e+i>i^e+..,

respectively, we may arrive at a final equation of the first degree

with respect to y^y y^, . . y^,

where />6„, ^^, . . fju^ are functions of i which have no common
factor different from 1, and are such that two of them must

admit of being equated to zero.

5.4.3
66. It is clear that //-«, fip,

.

. fju^ will be susceptible of ,
'n\ f

or ten differently derived sets of values. The ten equations

which may thus arise I shall for the moment represent by

All these will belong to the same system.

67. Further, if we consider that y^ + ya + y^ + y^ + 2/«> which

must be equated to zero, will give

and that consequently, if we eliminate jOg from the equation

there will result

we shall perceive that any two of those ten equations will, if in-

capable of being made coincident by any transformation and

reduction, be sufficient for enabling us to express jSj andjt?2 as

rational functions of the roots of the original equation.

68. It is not difficult actually to obtain such a pair of equa-

tions, and to show that those values of jWj, p^, which satisfy them,
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will necessarily satisfy every other pair belonging to the same

system.

In eflfect, if introducing an indeterminate multiplier k we
unite

^='^{yAy^-\-yy+ys+y.)
with

or dividing the result by //-„+ ic, and designating

A^a + ZK

by Vry

we shall find

Now in order that ^ may be different from

t^oiyAy^+yy+ys-^y.)>

K must admit of being determined so as to satisfy at least one

equation of the form

without causing //,„+ « to vanish. If, therefore, we reflect that

the system of equations on which ^ depends will remain unal-

tered if, while we substitute another imaginary root i for l^ we

make certain substitutions among z/^, y , y^y y^j and that con-

sequently ^ may be deduced from

V being the same function of i and k as v„ is of t and /v, but

j^„' being a different root from y^y we shall readily perceive that

the coefficient of any one indifferently of the four roots y^, y , y^, y^

may be equated to zero, when the coefficient of y^ is equal to 1.

Accordingly, let us suppose that

and, on expressing y^, y^, • • ^5 in terms of / and u, there will arise

_-_- = (1 + iv^ + c\ + i^vs)t+ (1 4-1\+ tX + *VJm.

e2
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This expression for ——— must, in vanishing, assume the

formOZ+ Ow; for -, which is not independent of A\f A^ can-
u

-1.4
1

not generally be equal to — r——^-~-
• We must therefore

l-{-LVQ-]-L%-\-t^V^= 0,

have separately,

1 + '•V/g -r " »'y

If now we multiply the first of these equations by t^, and from

the product subtract the second, we shall find

where f may have an unlimited number of different values

assigned to it.

Hence, if we cause Vy to disappear by making

there will result

V^= j/5 + «,,

«t denoting t— l

and if

we shall have

?+l=4.

1-1
the coefficient of vs being evidently equal to — a^.

Finally, on returning to the expression for , which in-
A'-a+ 'C

volves y^y y^-'f and making the requisite substitutions in it, we
shall obtain

which, if <I>= 0, will give, independently of vg.

y.-^yy+^yp=^^~]
(b)

And we see that the values of p^ and p^ which satisfy this pair

of equations must be such as to fulfil the condition <I>=0, or

/^ay«+/^^y/3 + /^yyy + /^«y* + /^*ye=0-
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69. We might now, by means of the equations (b.) which

involve pi, p^, ^a, Xp, Xyy xg, and which are both of them of the

fii-st degree with respect to p^^ and p^, express p^ and pc^ as rational

functions of x^, x^y Xy, xs ; and then from discovering the num-
ber of different values which the expression for pn (either p^ or

P2) would assume if the five indices 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 were made to

enter into it four at a time in every order of succession, deter-

mine the degree of the final equation XniPn^ ^v ^2^ • • -^5) = ^^

Xn representing a rational function. Certain properties of the

roots of this equation would also become known. But we shall

arrive far more rapidly at the same results, from considering the

ten equations in question ; the remaining eight of which are con-

nected by a remarkable law with those already found.

70. It is obvious that, with a fixed expression for ^, we should

have obtained a different pair of equations if, instead of suppo-

sing that Ve=0, we had equated another of the coefficients vp, Vy,

vs, Vg to zero. It will not, however, be necessary for us to retrace

our steps in order to complete the system. From either of the

equations (b.) we may discover all the rest. Thus if we take the

first of them, and represent by

what that equation will become if c be substituted for c and the

system (a.) remain unaltered, we shall see that, c being different

from i, there will arise a new equation belonging to the system.

A difficulty here indeed presents itself. For if we write l^ f for

t, and fc*" u for w, it will be evident that we may obtain, corre-

sponding to each of the four expressions «^, «^2, ^^s, a^i, five equa-

tions of the form in question. We appear, therefore, at first

view to be conducted to twenty, and not ten equations in the

system. But an .examination of the function ac will, as I pro-

ceed to show, point out the relation

(Iin ^=^ ^i4n j

which includes the two conditions

71. Reverting to the expression for a^, we see that
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Now a^, considered generally as a rational function of c, may

evidently be included under the form

a=C4+ CQL-\-c^L^-^c^t^-^CQi^;

where c^, Cg, . . Cq do not involve v.

Hence we find

l-fc=C,-C3^-(Co-C2)t+(C4-Cl)t2-|.(c3-Co)A^+(C2-C4)^^

which will be satisfied independently of i, if

C4—Ci=0, Cg— Co= 0, Cg— ^4= 0.

We thus perceive that

= l + t^+ i3+ Co(l + i + ^' + t3+ ^^) = -a + i^).

From which there will result, on writing t" instead of i,

We might have arrived at the expression for fli from considering

that y^-\-y +^^yBf which, expressed as a function of t and u,

would become L'^{L^+ o+ a^)t+ l{c-\-L'^i-a^)u, must in vanishing

assume the form 0/+ Ou.

It appears, then, that a^n has only two different values, a^ and

«^2. Hence all functions symmetrical relatively to a^ and «^2 will

remain unaltered when for l we substitute any one of the three

roots t^, t^, L^.

And in accordance with this we find

«j and «^2 are in fact the roots of the equation

a2-.a_l=0;

which, solved as a quadratic equation, will give

fl= — .

73. Another consequence of the properties of ac must here be

pointed out.

Representing any one of the ten equations of the system by
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and observing that

we see that

lin— i- ^i2nf

a, b, . . e having, for greater simplicity, been introduced instead

of the accented indices a, 0^, . . e\

Thus it appears that pi and p^ cannot be determined by means

of any two equations expressible by

2^a + yc+ «t«yb=

yd + 2^e + «t2«yb

which, although seemingly independent of each other, are in

reality reducible to a single equation.

,=0,-'
(c)

73. In discussing equations of the class (c) the following de-

finition will be found useful :

—

Of the two functions
2/a+ 2^c + ^t« ^h> 2^(1+ ^6+ ^i« ^b' which are

of the same form, and which taken together include all the roots

of the equation for y, y^ remaining fixed, the one will be said

to be the complement of the other ; and either of these functions

with the letter c prefixed to it as a characteristic will express

symbolically the complement of that function.

74. It may now be seen, either from multiplying y^, y^,

.

. y^

successively by a„ or from the law of the indices in the equa-

tions (b), that the ten equations,

y^+ y.-(^+^X= 0^ 1- • . . .
(d)

c(2^^+y,-(6^+ .%;=0, !- . . . . (e)
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where the indices in each vertical column follow the same order

of succession as in the cycle

cannot, while a, /Q, . . e remain unaltered, conduct to more than

one set of values for j9, and jOg* ^^^ before discussing the equa-

tions (d) and (e), I proceed to consider properties of functions

in which the elements are supposed to change places among
themselves.

§2.

Of Substitutions.

75. Let X represent a function of n independent quantities

^a, ^b, ^« .
. ; then

^{I'^l^'l"
. . ) or simply x(^^^ . . j will

express, according to a known notation, that in the function X
the quantities Xa, ^hj ^o • - have been changed into x^, x^, Xyy .

.

(a b c \
^ . . j the affix of substitution.

7Q. The number of different values which X can receive when

we change the order of the elements on which it depends, cannot

exceed the product 1.2.3. .n; but the affix of substitution will

admit ofl.2.3..7ixl.2.3../i differently derived expressions.

77. Thusif wedenoteby Ai,A2,..Aj.2.3..nthe different forms

or states which the indices (1, 2, 3 . . ti) are capable of assuming

from the several changes of arrangement to which they are sup-

posed to be subjected, the values of X may all of them be ex-

pressed by

V denoting the product 1 . 2 . 3 . . ti ; but in this system we may

successively substitute Ag, Ag, . . A^ for A, : whence will result

(v— 1) other systems, each of them consisting of v terms.
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78. Suppose X to be such that the number of different values

of which it is susceptible shall be less than v.

Here certain terms in the system

"(J;). xa;),..x(:;;)

must be equal to each other.

Let therefore

• 0-^(i:)-=0-
On submitting each of these //, expressions to the substitution

denoted by ( .
^ K and observing that instead of an expression

of the form

where X has been subjected to two successive substitutions, we

may write

we shall have no difficulty in perceiving that the new set of equal

quantities which will arise may be represented by

\A^^ ,/
- \A^+2/ \A2^/ '

which quantities are different from the former, but equal to them

in number.

If we operate in the same manner with I .^
)^(a^ )' '

'

(.
*

I until we have exhausted all the substitutions, we
A(a)-l)/oi+l/

shall find that the v values of X will be separated into o) groups

composed each of them of fju terms.

Hence the number of different values which a function of n

quantities may receive from all the possible substitutions of these

quantities among themselves, is necessarily a submultiple of the

product 1 . 2 . 3 . . »*, as is well known.

* Taking, for example,.

n=.4, lL=zxiX2-\-XaX4, (see 29)

we find /x=8, and «=3.
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79. If X be effected by a series of contiguous"^ aubstitutions,

a:), (t)- (a!). -(l-).
we shall have universally

-(:^)a:)(;t;)-(t')-x(;i;)

This is evident.

80. Let us now consider

^\a1)\a1)\a1)*'

where the same substitution is supposed to be applied any num-

ber of times in succession to the function X.

It is obvious that a limited number, jo, of such operations

must bring us to an expression equal to X, and that all the ex-

pressions previously obtained will then reappear in a periodical

manner.

If, in effect, we denote by X( M the value of X which will
" /A \

arise when the substitution designated by ( * M has been applied

r times, we shall have

^(t)" ^(a:)' <t)" -(i:)'"'

after which we shall come to the term X ( . M , which, by hy-

(^
\ VA„/

. M ; and consequently if we con-

. M , we shall merely reproduce the same

scries oip terms disposed in the same order as before.

Thus we shall obtain, in the form of an equation,

* A term made use of in connexion with substitutions by M. Cauchy, to

whom we are indebted for the results in 80, 81, and 82, as well as for the

theorem given above in 7i^.
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a and r representing any integers, zero included. What is termed

the degree of ( a
'

) is indicated by p.

81. There is an inference from the equivalence of differently

derived affixes of substitution, of which as yet I have made no

mention. It is, that every substitution is either circular*,

such as

or admits of being resolved into two or more independent circular

substitutions. I must spare a little space for proving this.

Now as the columns of elements of which any substitution is

composed may change places among themselves without disturb-

ing its effect, let us select for the second place among the columns,

in accordance with the arrangement in the type or pattern

\vul3 .. e^r

that column the lower element of which is equal to the upper

element of the first column. Such a selection is always possible,

since each of the two horizontal rows of every substitution is

supposed to consist of the same elements abstractedly of the

order of position

In this way the first two columns of any substitution may be

* The applicability of the word circular, apart from the form of the

function operated on, is not perhaps very easily seen. But let

and there will result

\ri » p .. e C^

The effect then of the proposed substitution, the elements a, 3, y, . . C 7

being arranged round a circle, as in 74, clearly is to cause each element to

advance into the place of the one next preceding it. After a second sub-

stitution identical with the first, each of the elements will therefore have

moved forward through two places; after a third substitution, through

three places ; and so on continually. Whence it follows that if p denote

the number of the elements, we shall have

in which each element has returned to its first position, having completed

a revolution round the circle.
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represented by
n A' 1

(1)
h a J

'

the element a occurring twice, but no fixed relation existing

between h and A'.

Should the proposed substitution be such as to cause the ele-

ment h of the upper row to come into the place occupied in (1)

by h\ a circular substitution of the required type

( )

would be at once arrived at.

When, however, A', as will more frequently happen, merely

represents some one of the elements different from A, we must

proceed precisely as before, and select our third column so that

we shall have „ v yi^

KaA' (^)

remembering that the lower element of each new column must

always be taken equal to the upper element of the preceding one.

Here, if A"= ^, there will arise a circular substitution with

three elements in each horizontal row.

fa hJ h\

\h a hO'

And if h" > or <: A, by adding in succession, if required, a fourth,

a fifth, a wth column, we shall, in every case, ultimately come to

a column in which the upper element is equal to h.

To conclude, when we have reached the t*th column, if we find

that we have exhausted all the columns in which the upper and

lower elements are different, it will be seen that ( . M is, in the

particular case under discussion, itself circular. But if beyond

the wth column there remain columns of unequal elements, the

proposed substitution must manifestly be such as to separate into

a finite number of circular substitutions of the prescribed type*.

* Thus the operation designated by

/a b c d ef g h ij o\

\h dfbj a g e c il

is equivalent to the three independent cu-cular operations^

(agh\ /heio\ /cjfd\

\hag)* \obei)' \dcjf)'
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82. An important theorem'On the decomposition of substitu-

tions here presents itself.
^
^'

Observing that if

/Ai\ /a/37.. ?^\

we shall have

<:)--Gf)../3

where
( )

indicates an interchange or transposition of the ele-

ments a and /S ; and that if

/Ai\ /a^7 8 .. f^yx

\A«J~V7«/Q8..?V'
we shall have

-"GfDCrS'^GOCS- <-"'

7 « /3y

^a y3 y^

^ ot y/\y u I3J "V/3ayV7/3y

the operation denoted by { * M being in this case equivalent to

the two interchanges ( ^ j
and

( Zj taken in succession : we

are at once led to infer that every substitution may be repre-

sented by a succession of interchanges.

And, in effect, if

/A,\ /a^7..f7;\

then will arise

as will be evident on reflecting that

xr/AA_.^/a^7 •• ?V\(X^ ^ " ^V]
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or that every such substitution of the nth degree*, n being any

integer, may be represented by a like substitution of the (»— l)th

degree followed by an interchange. The proposition being there-

fore true of any circular substitution must hold universally (81).

83. I proceed to consider some properties of the function

which, in accordance with the meaning usually attached to the

symbol ( . . )> I shall express by

(^ab^ thus denoting the same thing as ( , ).

84. Beginning with the function X^a/?), it will at once be

seen that

(".^) and (/^j^) being equally expressive of an interchange of

the elements a and 0.

85. Passing to the function X(a^)(^7^), we see that if

a, ^j 7, 8 be unequal, we must have

X(«^)('yS)=X(7S)(«^). . . . («)

For the interchanges being, according to this hypothesis, inde-

pendent of each other, it must be indifferent in what order they

are taken.

But if the function in question were of the form ^(f'i^)(^7^,
in which the element /8 is common to the interchanges, we should,

exclusively of particular cases, alter the vajue of the function by

inverting the order of the interchanges.

Thus if

X= ^(a,/3,y),

* See note, p. 59. The degree of a non-circular substitution may be

found by determining when the elements in each of the constituent circular

substitutions will severally complete an exact number of revolutions. But

the property in question, although interesting in itself, is not one of which

we shall have occasion to make any use throughout this Essay.
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we shall have

X(«^)(^7)=^(7,«;8),

ff' being arbitrary.

Now, if ^(7, a, /3)='^(a, y, /3)(^^'), we must take ^"^y.

There will consequently result

X(«^)(^.y)=X(^7)(«7); . . . (0)

in the second member of which equation the element y, and not

/8, is common to the interchanges, ot, /B, 7 are supposed to be

unequal. In ^(^^^^(f^,^) an inversion of the interchanges can

take place without disturbing the value of that function.

Further, it is clear from the equation (/3), that

x(^y)(«7)=x(«y)(«/S),

X(«7)(«^) = X(«^)(/37);

so that we shall have the three equal expressions

K'.^X^y)' x(^r)c«y), x(«.7)(«^),
. m

which, if we continue to apply the equation (/3), will reappear

periodically.

86. With respect to X(a/3)(yS)(^6 Q, on denoting it by Y
we shall find, since X„( f

?)^=X„,

If therefore we substitute* X{yS){ul3') for X(«/3)(^yS)^ and

aifect with T^?) both members of the equation which will thence

arise, we shall have

X(T8)(«^')(f.0=Y=X(«/3)(7S)(!?);

that is, we can operate with the first and second of the inter-

changes as if the third did not exist. In like manner it might

be shown, that in operating with the second and third we may
neglect the first.

And analogous results will be obtainable, whatever may be the

number of the interchanges with which X is afi^ected.

* See {») and (/3).
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§3.

Consideration of the ten equations (d), (e) resumed. Theorems

(f), (g), (h).

87. Returning now to the equations (d), and designating

them, in the order in which they occur, by /^= 0, / =0, . . f =0,

we find, on inspection,

/.(«^)=/.e.7),

/v(«^)=/.ej)-
We also find, as might have been foreseen,

/^(«^)=/.e.7).

And it will have been observed that the two functions involved

in any of these four equations are either/^, /„, or/^, / ; the in-

dices being in the former case equal to the elements of the given

affix («/3), and in the latter to those of (^7).
Further, we obtain

which involves the single function /^, the index of which, S, does

not enter into either («/5) or (^7).

We are thus conducted to the equation (see 84)

/.(«^)=/b(r.O' (f)

where a and b are such as, abstractedly of the order in which

they are arranged, to be restricted to the three sets of values

;} J}. »•

88. When a, instead of occurring among the elements to be

interchanged, remains fixed, we have

m?>m^. (g)

b and e here depending on

€
'} 1). :}
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This theorem may either be derived from the preceding one,

or obtained directly from the equations (d).

89. Finally, we obtain

A(^7)(80 = (c/o)(^.0»; ••••(h)
where (^^)„ must coincide either with (^^f) or with (t^), the

complementary interchange relatively to
f^^.

With respect to b

and c, if we take b successively equal to

the corresponding values of c will be, if (^f)ri~(^^f)i

but if (^5)^= (7^). they will be

the successive values of c being in each case arranged at equal

intervals in the cycle formed with the indices of the equations

(d) or (e) taken in order.

And a similar theorem will exist for/jj(/3^)(^75).

Of the function P. Mode of representing the twelve roots of

P^^ + BjP^^ + . . + Bj2= 0. Remarkable relations thus indicated.

90. The final equation on which p^, p^, p^ depend, is of the

(1.3. 4)th degree. This result, which will have been foreseen

independently of the form of that equation, or of the nature of

its roots*, may be deduced anew, in conjunction with some very

remarkable properties of the roots in question, from the theo-

rems given in the last section.

Designating by P one of the quantities p^, p^ (say p{), we

may easily perceive from the equation (f) that the expression

for P, considered as a function of x^, x^, . . x^, will be such as to

* From considering that the equations

are of the first, third, and fourth degrees relatively to pi, p^, pz-
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assume generally all its unequal values while one of the roots x^

remains fixed, and x^, x^, x^, x^ undergo among themselves the

different changes of arrangement to which they can be subjected.

In effect, since the same function of the roots may be evolved

from

/.(7e)=0/ /X«^)=0/
the interchange (a^) may be set aside*. It appears therefore

already that the equation on which P depends is capable of being

resolved into five equal factors, any one of which cannot rise

above the (1 . 2 . 3 . 4)th degree.

Again, it is evident from the next theorem (g), that of the

four pairs of equations to which all those which include /„ or

* To show this more clearly, let

then, whatever may be the form of the rational function characterized by

R, we see that all the 1 . 2 . 3 . 4 . 5 values of which P is susceptible may

be designated by

Pi, Ps, P3, . . P24,

Pi(12), P2(12), P3(12), . . P24(12),

Pi(13), V,{\3), P3(13), . . P24(13),

Pi(15), P2(15), P3(15),..P,4(15);

those in the first line denoting the 1.2.3.4 values which P can assume

while Xx remains fixed.

If now Pr represent the general term of the 24 functions Pj, Pg, . . P24,

it is evident that P^f^^) ^^.y be taken to represent that of the 4x24

functions Pi(12), P2(12), . . P24(\5).

But from the equation (f) we learn that when we have assigned to ^3

any one of the four values 2, 3, 4, 5, we shall be able so to select y, e from

the three thus left that

Pr(\?)=Pr(r5).

And since Pr(yf) must, in accordance with the hypothesis respecting

P,.^ occur among Pi, Pg, . . P24 (for in the formation of these functions are

exhausted all the interchanges which can be made with the four indices

2, 3, 4, 5), we are manifestly permitted in our search for unequal values of

P to confine our attention to the 24 functions in question.
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y^ + yQ— [t'-\- tf^) y^ are reducible,

/.=o,j /.=o,| /„=0,| /,=0,1

the first will furnish the same expression for P as the fourth,

and the second as the third.

And since /a will not, while a remains fixed, admit of more

4x3
than -—- different expressions, the number of different values

4" 4x3
which may be assigned to P cannot exceed ^ x -^—^.

P therefore will depend on an equation of the twelfth degree,

or rather on an equation of the form

in which By, B^, . . Sj^ are symmetrical relatively to x^, x^, . . x^,

and may consequently, as is well known, be expressed as rational

functions of -^i, A^, . . A^, the coefficients of the original equation.

91. To obtain the roots of T^^+By P'^ + . . =0 in terms of

a?j, £c^, . . a?5, let us suppose that

a=l;
we shall then, by making the following substitutions with y8

and e,

\4 5)' (3 3)'

find the six expressions of which /^ is susceptible,

^3+ 2^5- (^

+

f''^)yv 2/2+ 2/4- (*

+

f'^)yv

y4+y5~(*-H^%i. y2+ y3-(^+ *%;
or if, for brevity, we designate the first three of these expressions

taken vertically by i^, k^, /j, we shall have

f2

M. C«l,

k„ C*i,

h. c/.;
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each expression in one column being the complement of the cor-

responding expression in the other.

By applying
[^ n 2 a k) ^^ ^^ch equation in the system (d),

we obtain i^= along with four equations, which, from analogy,

we shall indicate by 22=0, %=0, 24=0, 2*5=0, in the order of

their occurrence.

Again, by applying (109^^) to each equation in the same

system, we obtain k^=0 followed by four equations, which,

abstractedly of the order in which they present themselves, will

be indicated by k.2=0, A;3= 0, ^4=0, k^=0; the index of k being

made to con-espond with the index of the term multiplied by «»•

Lastly, by applying
(^ ^ 3 g 5)* ^e obtain

/i
= 0, and 1^=0,

/3=0, /4=0, 4=0.
Now, from the theorem (h) there will result

4<33)(4.5) = (CV)(25),

K3.2)(4.5;= (c*.')(3.5X,

U43)(35) = (c/.»)(45)„,

the second members of which will, if b'= b"= b"'= l, reduce

themselves to a\, ck^, d^.

If then we observe that (72)

f^ denoting what f^ becomes when a^ is changed into 0^2, we

shall readily perceive that the six groups of equations on which,

as we have seen, all the different expressions for P depend will

be reducible to the three following groups :

—

'.=0-1 'X2.?)»=0'i *'„=0-J i'„(2;:')„=0,| • •
W

A,=0,1 *,=0,-l k\=0,l k'i=0,]

k=0,\ *„r35)^=o,| ^„= 0,| *'„(3.5)„=0,|
••('')

4=0J 4(45)„=0,| l'=0,]
?„(45).=0,i

• • «
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C^^^n' C^^X' C^^)« ^^y denote either the three interchanges

(25 J), (35)f (45), or (34), (24), (23), the comple-

mentary interchanges relatively to i^, k^, /j. For greater uni-

formity the same index v has been retained throughout the

groups ; the expression for P being in every case unafifected in

value by writing 2, S, 4, 5 successively instead of v.

92. But for our purpose it v^^ill not be necessary from each

pair of these equations actually to find an expression for P in

terras of x^, x^^ . . x^. If we denote by

P/(ab) (c d) . .

that value of P which is derived from the pair of equations

/.("bX^.d) • . =0, /„(ab)(cd)
. . =0,

the twelve values of which P is susceptible will be represented by

^k> Pa(3 5)«' ^k> ^*'(3i)n, ? . . . . (m)

P/, I*/(4.5)„, P/', P/'(4 5)„:J

SO that without proceeding any further, we may perceive that

the roots of the equation P^^ + -Bj P^^. . =0 must be such as to

admit of being distributed into three groups, which are related

to each other in a very remarkable manner ; the second pair of

roots in each group being derivable from the first pair by merely

introducing «i2 instead of «t. Indeed the groups themselves

may all of them be derived from

which will represent four roots of the equation for P.

§5.

Examination of Yp or V^+ P/(^ t)^+ 1// + ^/'(/s e)„. Decree of the

equation in V. Principle involved. The equation in W.

93. At first view it might be imagined that, if

Fp= P^+ P/(^ e)„ + P^, + P/'(10n'

the equation for Vp would not rise above the third degree. But
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although the eight functions

v^ r,„

^npf> ^F'(Pe),

^F(yf)> ^F'lyS),

^^(^.5)(v?)' ^^'(^j)(y.f)'

Vp' denoting what Vp becomes when / is changed into fy will

be necessarily equal to each other ; and consequently if / be

changed successively into i, k, I, and F into /, K, L, there will

arise, the index 1 remaining fixed, eight functions equal to Vj,

eight to Vk, and eight to Fx,; we must not conclude that

Ffm/3), in which the index 1 is supposed not to be fixed, will be

capable of coinciding with one of the three functions Vj, Vk, V^.

It is true that all the roots of the equation P^^^ J9j P" + . . =0
may be evolved separately from a single expression while the

index 1 remains fixed. But the question here relates to the

possibility of evolving them four at a time in a certain definite

order. And, in effect, if we examine the function Fj^^ag), we

shall find that

F'F(«^) = P/,'(5e)„+P^,+ P/.(5e)„+P^; . . • (n)

wherein I suppose /^(^r), /^(^7)^ . . to be denoted by^^, (/^, . .;

fa(^^^) /sC^^) • • ^y ^^a' ^s> ' ' '^ ^"^ *^^ accent attached to the

g and h to indicate, as before, a change of a^ into «^j*. Whence

* It may easily be shown that

Observing that h^=y^+yg-\-a^y^, and that consequently h^(pd)(ye^=ch^^

we immediately find from the theorem (h),

*<r('3.?)(r.5)= (f*r)(«f)„

=-*V(«5)„!

where tr and t may have more than one set of values assigned to them.

Her.ce the same expression for P may be evolved from

*V(«5)„=o.l , V(3..«)(r5)=o.l

/.V(85)„=o,|-^"""v(..)(,,)=o.j

We must accordingly have
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it is clear that the four roots which compose the function ^F(«i8)

do not all of them belong to one group, but must have come in

pairs from two of the three groups (i), (k), (1). Thus by the

method of substitutions explained in § 2, we shall be conducted

to an equation for V^ of the form

in which Cj, Cg, . . Cjg will be rational functions of A^, A^, . . A^.

=P/(yc)

=P/(a^)

.

See theorem (f ).

Again, observing that g^r^y €-^yy~^^J(x' ^^^ therefore
5^^

(/3y)(S6)=c^^,

we find, as in the preceding case,

and thence

Mx5)«=P«'(^.>')(*f)

Now if we apply the interchange (-ye) to the equations thus obtained,

reflecting that, since the index n may be suppressed, there will result

the last of which functions will manifestly be equal to P/(/3e)„(a^) j since

(Bi\ and {yh\ are complementary relatively to/^.

That P^yj e)„ and P , do not belong to the same group, we may at once

convince ourselves from considering that

<'>^^- ^^C:)-*- O^'-'
/AN_/«3y8e\

And in fact if we suppose/to be changed into i,

^*'(*f)n
^^^^ become P//(45)n'

Vg> .. .. Pa'.
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And the roots of the equation V^^+ Cj F^^ + . . = will be ex-

pressible by

Vj^f Vk(\2), • . ^a:(i5), > (o)

which, except in particular cases, will be distinct one from

another.

94. If, however, we designate by

the function

which evidently does not admit of more than six different expres-

sions, and observe that

we shall see that the resolution of the equation V^^ -f Cj F''*+ .. =
may be reduced to that of a determinate equation of six dimen-

sions,

the roots of which will be

^.' ^n??)„, } (p)

fV„ ^,.(«)„. J

95. Could we solve this equation for TV, the roots of any
equation of the fifth degree might be easily obtained. For from
the expression for P^+ P^, we might deduce that for P^ or P.

Pv P-i} Pa would thus become known. And from combining

with

^-^P]X^+P2^+Ps=y,
we should, as in 22, be led to

^=Q4+%y+q2y^-^qiy^+qoy*i • • • (q)

where q^, q^y qo are rational functions ofjOj, p^, p^, or simply of

P ; and where

y=pt-i-p\
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{pt)^ and {p^u)^ being, as is well known, the roots of the equation

and consequently admitting of being expressed in terms of A2
and A^^, which also are rational functions of jo^, jSg, ^3.

Second Part of the Demonstration.

§6.

Forms ofthefunctions designated by t andu. Of^Q, 0j, S^, ©3, ©4.

96. We have not hitherto taken into consideration the forms

of the functions denoted by t and u.

Now from 94 we perceive that

{pt)^= fi + uWV,

{p'^u)^= fju-]-a" \/v;

in which ex! and a" are the roots of the equation a^— 1=0, and

Hence we may take

Again,

and, as might be foreseen,

y=p'^u-\-pt=p%— ^

= p''u- ^ ^ (p^u)\

The equation (q) may therefore, without altering the root a;,

be resolved into the two following equations,

a:= r^+ r'^{pt)+r^{ptf + r\{ptf+ r'{pt)\ -.

. ^='-:+<(p*«)+^(A)'+'->''«f+'-;'(p''«)^/ •

*''^
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^4J ^3, . • ^0 being rational with respect to q^, q^, . . q^y /x, s/vy A.j,'i

and r' becoming r'' when a! is changed into a".

97. If, now, in the equation

^•= r4+ r3 v + rgV^+ rj v^-^-r^v^y

by which is represented either of the equations (r), we write i^v

instead of v; taking f successively equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, we
may, if

arrive at the system of equations

^y= ©0+.20^ + .4©^ + . 03 + ^30^, i^
. . . (6>)

^^ =00+ .30^ + , 0^ + ,40^^ ,20^^

^^ = 0O+t40^ + t302 + t203+ i0,;.

from which there will result

.5«^„= .. +t(^+o>0„+
. .

,

t4«^^= .. +t(4-^^)"0„+ ..
,

i3n^y=.. +.(3+2)n0^4. _^
t2n^j= .. 4-t(2+3)n0^^ _ ^

t"^^= .. +tO +4)»0^+ ..
;

the successive coefficients of 0„+a being v""^,
^sn+A^ ^sn+zA^ ^sn+a/*^

,5«+a or (,A)0^ (,A)l^ (^/i)2^ (,A)3^ (,A)4^

And if we reflect that the system (Q) will remain unaltered if,

substituting t«0„ t2a0^^ t3a0g^ ^4a0^^
foj. 0^^ 0^^ 0^^ 0^ '^^ ^Jjg

order of their occurrence, we make suitable substitutions among

a?a, x^y Xyy Xs, Xg'y aud that 0„, or r4_„v" must be such as to

admit of being equated either to rl_„(/3/)" or to ^4_„(/3'*m)" ; we

shall have little difficulty in perceiving that

[0^- ^ K+ t'^'xp + c'^Xy + t^"xs+ 1" x,)^'j X

K . (s)
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98. We are thus permitted to assume

®«^ ®? ^ei^S ®q^^^ ^o K-„(pO"]^ K_n(A)"]^ respectively.

99. It follows therefore that

&:=@2. ....... (u)

Whence we deduce

observing that 05„+i= 0J.

Mo</e of indicating that the expression which may take the place

ofS„ is a function of P//ab)(cd)., Theorem composed of two

branches (v), (w). Its hypothetical character. Evolution of

particular forms of ©„,//ab)cd)
.

. •

100. Let us now consider 0„ in relation to the different values

of P. To indicate that the expression which may take the place

of Sn is a function of P//ab)(cd^ ,, ,1 annex to ©„ the index of P.

Thus

®n./(ab)(cd)..

will denote a function of that, value of P^ the index of which is

/(ab)(cd)...

101. It is evident from the equations (s) and (t) that we may
have

®n,/(ab)(cd)
. .
—

gK + t^

if ®«./(ab)(cd) . =^RK,x^^y.^^
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or

®«,/(ab)(cd).. =

if ®»,/(ab)(cd)
. .
= ^n</)(^.!>)CO • • J

""

This theorem is remarkable, not only for its hypothetical cha-

racter, but also for being composed of two branches.

102. If we suppose the operation denoted by (a ^^(^ ^) • •

to take the particular form (^ f^)(^.^)> there will result from

the first branch,

Further^ if, observing that Py(^e)(v5)= I/ (see 88), and conse-

quently 0M,/(^e)(y5) = 0„,/, we suppose (aj>)(c^)
. . to become

(^^€^(yS^^ we shall have

if 0„./=^^^(0:./)(^.O(t.^)- J

Lastly, since I/(a/3)(ye)= P/> t^e same branch will give

(V2)

@„^= '-^^ (a;v + 1% + i^'x^ + i^'xt + 1' "X.)

(V3)

if 0„,/='«3(0„_,)(«^)(7e). J

And analogous results will be obtainable from the other branch (w).

Now we see that (vj) cannot generally apply to 0'^^^ (since

the condition 0"=t^0' cannot be satisfied without inducing

certain relations among x^, x^, . . ^75*), but that it will apply to

0^^ J..
On the contrary, (v^) and (vg) will be clearly applicable

to &n^f, and not to 0^^^^.

If, in accordance with what has been just proved, we take

* See the equation (u).
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fJ
=:

5i
= 0, we shall have

^ ^ J

(x)

There may also subsist

1
^(y)

as is evident.

But having decided upon thus fixing the meanings of 0^ .

^"n,p ^'n,/rpey ®«,/(/3«.)' ^® "^^^^t be careful in evolving par-

ticular forms of 0M,/(ab)(cd).. not to lose sight of the equations

(x) and (y) . Of this, however, more hereafter.

§8.

Of the equation (aa), the first member of which is a function ofVf,
the second of V/rpe)- Origin of the equations (ab) and (ac).

Their coexistence. Nature of the roots of the equation in W.
Conclusion respecting the possibility of solving equations of the

fifth degree.

103. Again, if we examine the equation

(®n) (^.^) = 5 (<^a+ ^% + ^'% + ^'X + ^'X),

on designating for the moment (^J(^5) by I„, we shall per-

ceive that

io+ 1 1, + ii2+ii3+n4=a7,=eo+ie, + i ©2+103+164,
Io + 64I, + ^3I^+i%+ 6l4= ^^ = 0O+ ^@, + ^'e),+ i30^+ .40^,

Io+ t^I, + t%+tl3+ t^l4= ^,= 0O + ^^®l + ^'®2+^^@3+^'®4,

Io+ 6% + ^l2 + t% + tn4= ^5= ©0+^^®l + ^®2 + ^^®3 + ^'@4,

lo+ tIl + fc%+ t% + t'*l4=a?e= @o+^^®l + *^®2 + ^^®3+^©4;

from which will result
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+ {l + 2{c--^o'-)}l,^+{S-^c--{-L'-)l,„; . . . (z)

as .the general equation between the systems.

Hence if we denote

by a, b, c, d,

respectively, we shall have

Elevating each of these eight functions to the fifth power, I

now express, as in 100, ©„ as a'functioa of Py, and I„ as a

function of P/(/3e)* ; and observing that

I find

e,,v+©;,v+©;,v+ ©';,'/=

55 [«0i,/o...)
+

*®'2./o...) +'®'^./o...)
+

'^®'U^..")]'

* On attaching the index of P to the function 0^, we shall find ourselves

conducted to the first of the equations (x). It is on this account that, in

the leading terras of the equation (aa), 0' is written for 0. Had we set

out with the expression in terms of the roots ar^» x^,

.

. x^, which is con-

tained in the second of the equations (x), 0" must have taken the place of

0'. This is verified in the equation (aa), which is, as we see, symmetrical

with respect to 0' and 0".
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of which the first member is a function of Py; and the second of

^/(Pe) another root of the equation for P.

In this theorem we may change / successively into i, k, I;

f(P^^ successively becoming 2(^p), k(^^^,
^C^?)* ^^ "^^^

also write /(^5) and/' instead of/

104. If, now, we eliminate
@;^^^^^^^, %f(^p,y ®"i,f(pey %/(Pey

by means of the equations (see 98)

^^'•^(^.?)~ [^''3 ^(/^+ a' ^v)'|/(^.ey

®2,/()36)= (r'2 ^
{fj'+ ot! \^vf\f(pfy

(the index /f^^) being used in the same sense throughout),

and bear in mind that

{fi + a' V' v) ifi + u" v" v) = ju,^— V,

we shall have little difficulty in perceiving that the second mem-
ber of the equation (aa) is reducible to the form

{N44-N3 V^Gu. + a'v/v)^ + N2 ^^(fi-\-uWv)^

where N4, Ng, . . Nq, with /(^5) attached as an index to each of

them*; that is to say, N4,/(|3c), '^3,f{Pf)> • • ^o,/(p.) are, in

general, determinate and rational relatively to P///3e) and x^y/r^e)-

Accordingly, if we designate by

•
«^

* I here suppose, i)recisely as before, the index /(/St), with which the

bracket is affected, to denote that in each term within the bracket the

function P is to be changed into P/(/3e). The equation of definition which

embraces every case is, in fact,

0{X^, X^, Xy, ..},„.

With respect to the comma outside the bracket in the second member, it

may, for still greater simplicity, be in general omitted or understood.
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the function

on putting ?* successively equal to 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, we shall obtain

five functionSj qB, iH, gS, 3H, 45 ; the first of which, ^3, or

rather (jH/r/se), will (irrespectively of the rest*) be equal to

{©'i^ + ©2^H-®2^ + 0?}/> which, for conciseness, is taken to

denote the first member of the equation (aa).

We may thus form an equation of five dimensions,

(H-oH)(E-,H)..(S-4H) = 0; . . . (ab)

the coefficients of which, when arranged according to the powers

of H, shall be rational functions of P/^/se)- For in consequence

of the symmetrical manner in which ©', 0", and therefore a', a"

enter into the calculus, the symbol \^, relatively to the function

V, will, as well as y^, disappear from the coefficients in question.

105. But {ei^H-02^ + ®2^ + ®?}/ is a rational function

of Vf. In effect, as

there will manifestly result

{L,+a'^Mi+L2+ a'v^M2

+ L2 + a" ^Mg + L, + a" v/M; }f

=2{Lj + L2}^;

in which Li^/ and L2,/ may both of them be rational with respect

to P^.

{S[^ 4- . . + ®i'"^}/
cannot therefore, when the roots x^, x^^ . . x^

change places among themselves, receive more than twelve dif-

ferent values. If, indeed, we consider that

* That is, without considering whether N3, N2, Ni, N© severally vanish.

t A proof of this theorem may be deduced from the property that Py
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we shall readily perceive that {©j^+ . . +@j^}y must admit of

becoming a root of a determinate equation of the ^th degree

expressible by

{tt-S/}{tt-S^}{E-SA}x

{S-S/(^e)}{a~S^(Ve)}{S-S,(5e)}

S/, Sg-, . . 'Bh(Se) representing rational functions of Py, P^, .

.

PA(«e).

106. Comparing the equations (ab) and (ac), we are now con-

ducted to an equation of the form

H/-r{P^(,.)}=0,

in which V is expressive of a rational function ; that is, we find

a,iH-a,„Py+a9P)+ . . +aoP;' =
bn +b,oP/(^e) + b9P;^^^^^+ .

. +K^fl^ey

^11, aio, .. ao; bn, bj©, .. bo being symmetrical functions of

And comparing this equation with

becomes P// , that is to say, /becomes/' when t^ is substituted for i. Thus

(see the equations (x))

{e';,,}'={e;_,}'(;,)={e;^,}';

for

{e«,/}°(;.)= ) (r4-„)'(^+ a ^/.')»}/(;.)= {e„,/
(;,^)

}'.

Whence springs the equation in the text, the function

not being affected in value by any change in the order of the symbols

e'5 q'S r\"5 cJ'b

* The equation (ac) must, in fact, when multiplied by 5^, be capable of

coinciding with the celebrated equation of the sixth degree, by which

Vandermonde and Lagrange were stopped in their researches on the solu-

tion of algebraical equations of the fifth degree.

G
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there will result

P/=V{P/(?.)};

where 'r will represent a rational function.

We must also have, since in the theorem (aa) we are permitted

to write f(0f) instead of/,

S/Of)-t{P/}=0,

P/(^e) = ^r{P/};

and therefore

P,= 'r{>v{P^}}.

107. Similarly, on considering that Tf may be expressed as a

rational function of Py, and P/'(^e) of P/(^e) (105), we shall see

that

Py=,R{Py+Py,}=iR{^^},

ana thence

,R{ir,.}=,R{^/.(^..)};

jR and 2R representing rational functions.

And combining this equation with

we shall ultimately obtain

^R also being expressive of a rational function.

The equation for W will therefore belong to a class of equa-

tions of the sixth degree, the resolution of which can, as Abel*

has shown, be effected by means of equations of the second and

third degrees.

Whence I infer the possibility of solving any proposed equa-

tion of the fifth degree by a finite combination of radicals and

rational functions (95).

* In a memoir '* Sur une classe pai'ticuliere d*Equations r^sohibles alge-

briquement," Crelle's Journal, vol. iv. p. 131. M. Libri, in his mathema-

tical memoirs, has also discussed the class of equations adverted to in the

text.
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APPLICATIONS AND REFLECTIONS.

Application L

108. What, then, it may be asked, is the element omitted by

Ruffini, Abel, and other distinguished mathematicians, who have

been led to the conclusion that it is not possible in every case to

effect the algebraical resolution of equations of the fifth degree ?

Let us for a moment consider the nature of the difficulty which

had to be overcome. It is clear that an expression for a root of

the general equation of the fifth degree must involve radicals

characterized by each of the symbols v^, ^, y/ , If, however,

we examine all the solutions which have hitherto been discovered

of particular equations of that degree, we shall find that into

none of them do cubic radicals enter. A great, if not an impass-

able barrier, seems at first view to oppose their introduction. For

how can cubic radicals arise unless there be a cubic equation ?

And how can there be a cubic equation unless, in opposition to

the well-known theorem of M. Cauchy, the number of difi'erent

values of a non-symmetrical function of five quantities can be

depressed to three ? In answering these questions, it is manifest

that we cannot fail to detect the element of which we are in

search.

109. Now the equation of which

is a root will evidently be of the third degree. For omitting

the brackets connected with ^R, we see that

the exponent, as is usual, indicating a repetition of an operation

;

and that consequently (107) the root in question will not be

aflfected by writing /(/^e) instead of/\ Just mark what occurs

here.

110. We must have

{ Wf. + 'R?^/.}(»!>)(cd). - ( W^ + ^/-(^...)}(».!>)(<=d)-> (c)

when (''b)(cd)
. . takes the form

(''.^)('».i'^ ; but not for all
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values of a, b, c, d, . . : since the method of substitutions ex-

plained in § 2 will not generally be applicable to processes based

upon the theorem (v, w), which, in relation to ('^..^)(^^) • •,

is, we must remember, hypothetical in itself. The equation (c)

belongs, in fact, as will appear in the sequel, to a system of five

equations, each of which is separated from the rest by appro-

priate equations of condition, and gives rise to a cubic factor of

the equation of the fifteenth degree in JV^, + ^v^e^ orF"^.

Application II.

111. Again, to test the efficacy of the solution we have ob-

tained of equations of the fifth degree in eliciting mathematical

truths, let us take

one of the equations involved in the processes we have gone

through, and see what we can discover respecting its nature.

If we consider that P//(/3e), Py; are rational functions of P/(/3€)j

1\, using R as the characteristic, we shall have

P/'(^ e)= RP/(^5)=R ^^P/>

Hence the equation of the twelfth degree in P will be such that

RhP/=»rRP/;

and if we further consider that there must subsist an equation

analogous to (aa) when each of the remaining roots is combined

with P/, we shall find ourselves conducted to another class of

equations solved by Abel in the memoir already mentioned.

Application III.

112. Lastly, B/f^e) being (105) a rational function of P/(/3«\>

we obtain (106)

W/(^«)=r a^,

r' indicating a rational function.
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The equation of the sixth degree in S belongs therefore to the

same class as that in TV, and must consequently admit of a similar

solution *.

Nothing more need be said to show the importance of the

algebraical resolution of equations.

113. With respect to equations beyond those of the fifth degree,

they can be solved in various ways, as in 107, 111, and 112.

In passing the limit of m=5 every difficulty disappears. But

of this hereafter.

* See the London, Edinburgh, and DubUn Philosophical Magazine and

Journal of Science for June 1845.
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From the Philosophical Magazine for May 1860.

NOTE ON THE

REMARKS OF MR. JERRARD.

JAMES COCKLE, Esq.

THE inverses of the rational functions, say R, by which one

of two similar functions is expressed in terms of the other

are themselves rational, and the inverses of those by which one

root of an irreducible equation is (if so expressible) expressed

rationally in terms of another are also themselves rational. And
if S, Q be similar functions of which S^ 0^ ^"^^ Sg, ^2 ^^^ c<^i'-

responding values, and if moreover S be the root of an irredu-

cible equation one root of which, Sg, is a rational function, say

r, of another, Sj, we find

6l^=RH2=RrHi= RrR-^(9j,

in other words, that Qc^ is a rational function of &^, Conse-

quently if the equation in Q is not an Abelian, neither is the

equation in S an Abelian.

Again : if a rational equation be reducible, any rational trans-

formation involving only one root gives rise to a reducible trans-

formed equation. And, since

W^,4.Wy.(^,y and O^-^Q^, and 0^6^

are similar functions, if the 15-ic in the V of Mr. Jerrard be

reducible to cubic factors, the 15-ics in ^1 + ^4 and Q^Q^^ that is

to say in f and 8, are so reducible. But this is not the case.

Under the most favourable circumstances in which we can form the

cubic in f, the coefficients are unsymmetric. And the structure

of the 15-ic in 7, which is reducible to a quintic and a 10-ic

equation, discloses no means of attaining a cubic with known



coefficients. The most favourable combinations, those of the

forms YsiSgag, ycfi^oc^, or 75/33/33*, are unsymmetric.

Further : the coefficients of the cubics of Mr. Jerrard are (see

arts. 69, 94, 109, and 110 of his ^ Essay

f

') expressible rationally

in terms of x^, x^, . . ,^5, and the doctrine of similar functions

shows that they are either symmetric or incapable of evaluation

save by a quintic. In the former case the five cubics are iden-

tical; in both cases the results are illusory. It is a significant

fact that the soluble form of art. 96 of my ' Observations,' for

which the sextic in t degenerates into a cubic, is not irreducible J.

The 'Essay' of Mr. Jerrard is of surpassing interest, but

these objections to the particular portion of it which relates to

the finite solution of quintics seem to me to be fatal. A deep

admirer of his researches, and indisposed to regard as established

conclusions in which Mr. Jerrard does not concur, I may be per-

mitted to express a hope that the promised sequel to the ' Essay ^

will not be long delayed.

Lastly : how can each one of the system of five cubics men-
tioned in art. 110 (p. 84) of Mr. Jerrard^s ' Essay' be separated

from the rest save by a quintic ? How can this quintic be solved

unless it be an Abelian ? And how can it be an Abelian if the

given quintic be not an Abelian ? What evidence is there that

the four N's vanish as alleged by Mr. Jerrard ?

4 Pump Court, Temple, London, E.C.,

April 7, I860.

* Mr. Harley has completely determined all the ^ and u functions. 1

have selected these combinations from his values, kindly communicated
to me.

t Part I. 1858; Part II. 1859. Taylor and Francis.

X See a solution, for the case Q=l, by Mr. Stephen Watson in the
' Educational Times,' April 1860. Neither of the standard particular sol-

vable forms

a;5_|a?2-f 1=0, ^•S-5ar'+2=0

to which I have been conducted is irreducible.
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